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Abstract
Objective: To determine the effects of head position and of different postural control demands
on head tremor measures in participants with essential tremor.

Methods: Seventeen participants with essential tremor (ET) of the head and 17 control
participants took part. Individuals held their heads in varying degrees of rotation, flexion, and
extension. Subsequently, individuals sat and stood in different postures, incorporating different
foot placements (feet apart and together), surfaces (solid and foam), and vision conditions (eyes
open and closed). Neck muscle activity was recorded from three muscles bilaterally (trapezius,
sternocleidomastoid, splenius capitis). Three‐dimensional head and thorax positions were
recorded using an Optotrak system, and head angular velocity with respect to thorax was
calculated by differentiating tilt‐twist angles. Fourier analysis was used to determine tremor
power.

Results: ET participants showed sharp peaks at their tremor frequency in spectral plots of
kinematic data, whereas CN participants did not. Electromyography data was too noisy for
frequency analysis. ET participants displayed increased tremor power in head positions 25° from
neutral compared to neutral and positions 50° from neutral. Tremor power increased with
increasing difficulty of posture for both participant groups. Removal of vision resulted in
decreased tremor power in ET participants; power was significantly decreased in the easier
postures, and progressively less so with increasing difficulty of posture. Interestingly, tremor
direction was inconsistent in both groups, and two ET participants displayed multiple tremor
peaks.
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Conclusions: The tilt‐twist method is a feasible way of measuring head kinematics. Changing
stiffness of the neck likely mediates the effect of head position on head tremor power, with the
resultant interplay of the central driver and the mechanical resonance driving the amplitude
changes. Decreasing stability of posture increases head tremor, likely due to the associated
increase in postural sway and stress on the postural control system. Vision appears to
exacerbate head tremor through the addition of tremor‐related visual noise and an implicit task
to stabilize vision; this is possible evidence of a visuomotor deficit. However, stabilizing vision
becomes less important with increasing difficulty of posture, resulting in a narrowing gap in
tremor power between vision and no vision conditions.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Tremor is defined as “rhythmical, involuntary, oscillatory movement of a body part”(Deuschl et
al. 1998). Essential tremor (ET) is the most common form of tremor, and the most common
adult movement disorder (Louis et al. 1998; Louis and Ferreira 2010), with a prevalence of
approximately 4.0% in persons aged 40 years or older (Louis et al. 1998; Dogu et al. 2003). It is
defined as bilateral, largely symmetric postural or kinetic tremor involving hands and forearms
that is visible and persistent, possibly with additional or isolated tremor of the head (Deuschl et
al. 1998). Although ET is typically associated with tremor of the hands or forearms, head tremor
is one of the major manifestations of ET, and is reported to occur in 34.9% to 52.9% of
individuals with the disorder (Ashenhurst 1973; Lou and Jankovic 1991; Hubble et al. 1997; Louis
et al. 2003a).

Originally ET was considered to be a benign, monosymptomatic disorder, however, there has
been increasing recognition of the functional disability experienced by persons with ET (Elble
2002; Jankovic 2002; Benito‐Leon 2008). A recent study found that even individuals with mild ET
had reduced functional mobility, and that those with head tremor had greater levels of disability
than those without (Parisi et al. 2006). The mechanisms by which head tremor may lead to
functional disability are not known. A basic understanding of how common, everyday task
demands affect the physical manifestation of head tremor could help elucidate the relationship
between head tremor and the disability experienced. Throughout daily activities, a person’s
head is held in many different positions, and it is possible that these changes in head position
may affect head tremor, whether due to a change in the neural drive or for mechanical reasons.
A person also orients both their head and body through many different postures throughout the
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day, tasks which place varying stresses on the postural control system and may also affect head
tremor.

In recent years, there have been an increasing number of laboratory based investigations into ET
of the hand. Functionally, the head and the hand play very different roles in daily life; the hand
performs many gross and fine motor manipulations, while the head contains two very important
sensory organs: the eyes and the vestibular system. Tremor of the hand and tremor of the head
could therefore have very different functional consequences and disability profiles. However,
head tremor remains poorly understood due to a notable lack of objective and quantitative
studies. In studies where head tremor is quantified, it is typically done with the use of
accelerometers placed on the forehead to measure linear acceleration, despite the fact that
head movement is rotational, not linear. It is therefore important to perform studies on head
tremor that measure rotational head movements, which are more physiologically relevant than
linear movements.

The overall goal of the current study is to gain insight into the effects of different task demands
on the oscillatory movement that occurs in persons with ETH. Specifically, we have investigated
how changing the position of the head affected head tremor, and how varying postural control
demands through changes in posture, vision, base of support, and supporting surface affected
head tremor. Head tremor was quantified by recording the 3‐dimensional position of the head
and the thorax, calculating the rotational angles and angular velocity of the head with respect to
the thorax, and then determining the power of the tremor through spectral measures derived
from the angular velocity time series. Electromyography was also recorded from three muscles
of the neck bilaterally to assess the neural signal driving the tremor. This study has specific
objectives, but is still rather exploratory in nature since there is so little known specifically about
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head tremor. Any new information gathered has the potential to significantly contribute to
current knowledge about head tremor, and no other study investigating the effects of head
position or postural control demands on head tremor has been performed to date.

The following chapter provides a literature review of ET and describes three other concepts
important to the study: postural control, head kinematics, and neck muscle electromyography
(EMG). The methodology of the study is then described in Chapter 3, followed by a full account
of the results obtained in Chapter 4. Finally, a discussion of the results is presented in Chapter 5,
in which the participant groups are described, hypotheses as to why these particular results
occurred are discussed, and additional observations are made. An outline of limitations that
may have affected the study follows, and to conclude, we provide some ideas for future study
directions that would continue expanding current knowledge of ET involving the head, and guide
the development of new treatments and ideas for minimizing the functional disability
experienced by persons with head tremor.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
2.1 Essential Tremor
2.1.1 Prevalence and Etiology

Essential tremor is the most common adult movement disorder worldwide (Louis et al. 1998;
Louis and Ferreira 2010). Prevalence is approximately 4.0% in persons aged 40 years or older
(Louis et al. 1998) and aging is associated with an increasing prevalence of the disorder (Louis et
al. 1998; Louis and Ferreira 2010). ET does also occur in young people, with approximately 5% of
new cases of ET occurring in people under the age of 21 (Hornabrook and Nagurney 1976;
Rajput et al. 1984). While a majority of population‐based prevalence studies have found no
significant difference in prevalence between sexes, six of 18 reported a greater prevalence in
males, indicating that either prevalence is equal across sexes, or there is possibly a slight male
predominance (Louis and Ferreira 2010).

The etiology of ET is complex, and remains unclear. It appears to be hereditary in 50‐70% of
persons with the disorder, while the remaining cases are sporadic (Sullivan et al. 2004; Louis and
Ottman 2006). This familial link makes family history of ET a risk factor for the disorder (Louis et
al. 2001b). Studies have located three gene loci associated with ET, but the range of suggested
methods of inheritance from autosomal dominant inheritance to non‐Mendelian preferential
transmission indicates that both genetic and environmental factors are likely to play a role in the
development of ET (Deng et al. 2007). Environmental factors may cause a predisposition for
developing the disorder (Louis 2008). Lead is a neurotoxicant that has been found in higher
blood levels in persons with ET than in control participants (Louis et al. 2003b). β‐Carboline
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alkaloids are tremor‐producing chemicals that have also been found in higher blood
concentrations in persons with ET than in control participants (Louis et al. 2002).

There have been few neuropathological studies on ET. A small group of 10 brains of people with
ET has been compared to a group of 12 brains from control participants, with the ET cases
exhibiting pathological findings: cerebellar degeneration (increased Bergmann glial cells and
torpedos) and increased brainstem Lewy bodies (Louis et al. 2006a; Louis et al. 2006b). The
Guillain‐Mollaret triangle (rubral nucleus, olivary nucleus, and cerebellum) is frequently
implicated in the neurophysiology of ET (Elble 1996; Deuschl and Elble 2000; Deuschl et al. 2001;
Pinto et al. 2003; Benito‐Leon and Louis 2006). It is believed that the abnormal oscillation
signals may originate in the inferior olive and then spread through the olivocerebellar network
(Deuschl and Elble 2000; Deuschl et al. 2001; Pinto et al. 2003; Lorenz and Deuschl 2007). The
result is abnormal oscillation patterns in the thalamus and cortex, but the underlying cause of
these abnormal neurophysiological signals remains unknown.

As the driving signal for the tremor originates in the central nervous system, it is termed the
central driver (CD). It is believed there are multiple drivers within the central nervous system
that create separate oscillating signals for each limb (Raethjen et al. 2000a). Cerebello‐
thalamocortical fibres are thought to be part of a neuronal loop that mediates the tremor (Elble
1996; Deuschl et al. 2001; Pinto et al. 2003; Benito‐Leon and Louis 2006). Both cortical and
subcortical pathways are likely involved in maintaining and transmitting oscillating tremor
signals (Raethjen et al. 2007). The oscillatory activity is then transmitted to spinal motor
neurons via cerebellar neural circuits, leading to tremor (Thanvi et al. 2006). These signals
create increased synchronization of motor units, and are then seen in electromyography (EMG)
recordings as rhythmic bursts of muscle activation (Deuschl et al. 1987). While not the cause of
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the tremor, stretch reflexes and somatosensory feedback can interact with the central oscillators
to affect the amplitude of tremor (Elble et al. 1987; Elble et al. 1992).

2.1.2 Clinical Characteristics

Diagnosis of ET is clinical, as there are no diagnostic laboratory or imaging markers (Thanvi et al.
2006). A set of diagnostic criteria for classic ET was proposed by Deuschl et al. (1998) in the
Consensus Statement of the Movement Disorder Society on Tremor. The inclusion criteria are as
follows: bilateral, largely symmetric postural or kinetic tremor involving hands and forearms that
is visible and persistent, and additional or isolated tremor of the head may occur, but only in the
absence of abnormal posturing (Deuschl et al. 1998). The exclusion criteria are: other abnormal
neurologic signs (especially dystonia), the presence of known causes of enhanced physiologic
tremor (including tremorogenic drugs or drug withdrawal), evidence of psychogenic tremor,
evidence of sudden onset or stepwise deterioration, primary orthostatic tremor, isolated
position‐specific or task‐specific tremors, and isolated voice, tongue, chin, or leg tremor (Deuschl
et al. 1998). Differential diagnoses of essential tremor are: fragile X associated tremor,
neuropathic tremor (including parkinsonian tremor and multiple sclerosis), dystonic tremor,
psychogenic tremor, enhanced physiologic tremor, hyperthyroidism, and symptomatic tremors
(Benito‐Leon and Louis 2006; Lorenz and Deuschl 2007). For diagnosis of a patient with
suspected ET, a history is taken and a physical examination is performed to rule out the other
possible causes for the tremor. It is important to note that all individuals have physiologic
tremor, which is not pathological (Deuschl et al. 1998). This low amplitude tremor can be seen
by holding an arm outstretched against gravity and observing the slight fluctuations in position.
Physiologic tremor is caused by a combination of mechanical and neural factors (McAuley and
Marsden 2000). It can be differentiated from ET by the lower amplitude and by the minimal
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contribution made by the central neural component; the amplitude and frequency of physiologic
tremor are primarily dependent on the limb mechanics (Raethjen et al. 2000b; Deuschl et al.
2001).

The hallmark clinical characteristic of ET is hand tremor that is postural and/or kinetic; however,
head tremor occurs in 34.9% to 52.9% of individuals with ET (Ashenhurst 1973; Lou and Jankovic
1991; Hubble et al. 1997; Louis et al. 2003a), and the legs, trunk, and voice may also be affected
(Pahwa and Lyons 2003). Manifestations of tremor in ET can be described in terms of the
primary frequency and amplitude. The oscillating CD signals generate the primary frequencies,
which are consistent within each person but vary by body region; tremor in the arms typically is
in the range of 4‐12 Hz (Deuschl et al. 1998; Benito‐Leon and Louis 2006), and head tremor
typically is in the range of 2‐9 Hz (Valls‐Sole et al. 1997; Wissel et al. 1997; Masuhr et al. 2000).
Hand tremor CD frequency is generally stable over short term (30 second) recordings (Lauk et al.
2001), and longer term (3 day) recordings (Scholz and Bacher 1995). Aging is correlated with a
gradual decrease in frequency of hand tremor at a rate of 0.06 ‐ 0.08 Hz/year, and with an
increase in amplitude of hand tremor (Elble et al. 1994; Elble 2000). Also, small amounts of
alcohol ingestion decrease tremor amplitude and stress is reported to increase tremor
amplitude, (Gengo et al. 1986; Bain et al. 1994; Zeuner et al. 2003), showing that an individual’s
physiological state can also influence tremor amplitude.

The effect on hand tremor of changing arm position has been assessed. With changing arm
position, the primary frequency is typically constant, changing as little as 0‐1 Hz (Lauk et al.
2001). This is consistent with knowledge that tremor with central origins has a stable frequency
even with changes in mechanical limb properties (Homberg et al. 1987). In one study, frequency
changes were seen with changes in arm position in a group of ET participants (Golan et al. 2004).
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This study, however, has some methodological issues; the combination of a frequency resolution
coarser than 1.1 Hz and a method of determining the tremor frequency simply by finding the
maximum peak in the power spectrogram makes it likely that some of the determined
frequencies are inaccurate or are caused by mechanical resonance and not the CD. A change in
position significantly changed the phase relationship between antagonistic muscle pairs in 12
out of 15 ET participants studied (Lauk et al. 2001). Changing the position of the shoulder and
elbow joints has been shown to have an inconsistent effect on tremor amplitude (Sanes and
Hallett 1990; Golan et al. 2004). Sanes and Hallett (1990) found ET participants had no change in
tremor amplitude with changing degrees of elbow flexion, while Golan et al. (2004) found that
tremor amplitude was greatest in the tested position with the greatest elbow flexion. These
results are therefore inconclusive. It is possible that there are position‐dependent effects due to
altered proprioceptive input from being in a different position, an altered pattern of muscles
recruited for the different positions, or changes in the oscillating signal. Another possibility is
that a change in position of the arm could change the stiffness of the joint, and thus affect the
mechanical resonance of the arm, which interplays with the CD. The latter possibility will be
elaborated upon in the following paragraphs.

The effect on hand tremor of changing the load on the hand has also been studied. Adding a
load to the hand does not alter the CD frequency component of ET by more than 1 Hz (Deuschl
et al. 1996). There have been consistent findings, however, that adding a load to the hand
decreases the amplitude of tremor (Elble 1986; Elble et al. 2005; Heroux et al. 2009). As Heroux
et al. (2009) state, “The effect of inertial loading on postural tremor amplitude appears to be
mediated in large part by its effect on the interaction between the mechanical reflex and central
tremor components.” Essentially, the physical manifestation of tremor results from two primary
components: the CD component and the mechanical reflex (MR) component (Elble 1986; Elble et
8

al. 1987; Elble 1996; Elble and Deuschl 2002). The CD component is the oscillating signal of
nearly invariant frequency that originates in the brain and provokes a motor response; it is
independent of limb mechanics (Elble 1996). The MR component arises from the mechanical
properties of the limb and sensorimotor reflex loops (Stiles 1980; Elble et al. 1987; Elble 1996;
Elble and Deuschl 2002). Mechanical oscillatory properties of a given object ‐ or body part ‐ can
be characterized by that object’s “natural frequency.” The natural frequency (ωn) is often
termed the resonant frequency, and is the frequency at which an object will tend to oscillate
once set in motion (Den Hartog 1985). In the presence of an oscillating driving force, the closer
the driving frequency is to the resonant frequency, the greater the resultant magnitude of
oscillation will be (Den Hartog 1985). The resonant frequency of a limb is defined by Equation 1,
where K represents the stiffness of the limb and I is the inertia of the limb (Den Hartog 1985;
Lakie et al. 1986). This equation governs the relationship between the resonant frequency,
stiffness, and inertia of an object; if the stiffness increases, the resonant frequency increases,
and conversely, if the inertia increases, the resonant frequency decreases.

Equation 1

⁄

In spectral plots of hand tremor data, sometimes both components combine into one peak, but
sometimes two distinct peaks are seen: one peak is due to the CD component, and is coherent
with a peak in EMG data at the same frequency, and the other peak is due to the MR component
(Elble 1986; Homberg et al. 1987; Heroux et al. 2009). Upon increasing the inertia of the hand
by the addition of a weight, the resonant frequency decreases as dictated by Equation 1, and the
MR component seen in the spectral plots occurs at the new, lower resonant frequency, while the
frequency of the CD component remains unchanged (Elble 1986; Homberg et al. 1987; Elble et
al. 2005; Heroux et al. 2009). In a similar manner, changing arm position may affect the stiffness
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of the limb as speculated above, and this change in stiffness would affect the resonant
frequency, and thus also the interaction between the CD and MR components of tremor.

Essential tremor was originally considered to be a benign, monosymptomatic disorder, however,
there has been increasing recognition of the heterogeneity of the disorder and the disability
experienced by persons with ET (Elble 2002; Jankovic 2002; Benito‐Leon 2008). ET affects an
individual’s ability to perform functional activities, and can lead to a decreased quality of life
(Lorenz et al. 2006). In one study it was found that 94% of the ET participants from a movement
disorders clinic (n=52) reported some level of disability due to tremor, and 73% of community ET
participants (n=37, 30 previously undiagnosed) reported some level of disability due to tremor
(Louis et al. 2001a). Persons with ET often experience difficulty with eating, drinking, writing,
dressing, speaking, and other fine motor tasks (Koller et al. 1986). Upper extremity activities
that mimic those that a person would typically perform in his/her daily life were executed
significantly worse in persons with ET than in healthy individuals, as measured by the Purdue
Pegboard Test, the Box and Block Test, and the Test d’Évaluation des Membres Supérieurs de
Personnes Âgées (Heroux et al. 2006). Persons with ET have also displayed an increased
incidence of abnormal tandem gait as determined by an increased number of mis‐steps and a
broader step width (Stolze et al. 2001).

A self‐report measure, the Sickness Impact Profile, was used to assess various dimensions of
dysfunction in a large‐scale study (n=753) of persons with ET (Busenbark et al. 1991).
Participants with ET reported greater dysfunction than healthy controls in ambulation, mobility,
body care, social interaction, communication, alertness, emotional behavior, sleep, home
management, recreation and pastimes and work subscores (Busenbark et al. 1991). Social
phobia also occurred in 15% of one combined sample of community and clinic participants with
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ET (n=88), significantly greater than was found in a similar sample of control participants
(Schneier et al. 2001). Social embarrassment is often felt by those with ET, with a reported
prevalence as high as 58% in one clinical sample (Koller et al. 1986; Louis and Rios 2009), and for
those with head tremor embarrassment is often the primary concern (Rapoport et al. 1991).

It is logical to propose that movement and balance functions would be compromised in an
individual with head tremor because both the visual and vestibular organs, which are two key
components in the control of movement and balance, are located within the oscillating head
(see section 2.2 for a review of postural control). One recent study (n=58, ETH=16) found that
persons with ET involving the head performed significantly worse than healthy participants on
multiple measures of functional mobility (Timed Up & Go, timed stair ascent, Activity‐Specific
Balance scale, Human Activity Profile), while the performance of persons with ET without head
tremor was not significantly different from healthy controls (Parisi et al. 2006). Another case‐
control study (n=38, ETH=7) determined that persons with ET of the head had reduced postural
control as measured by increased centre of pressure path length in quiet standing when
compared to persons with ET without head tremor (Bove et al. 2006).

Both functional limitations and social embarrassment are likely to lead a person with ET to seek
medical attention. Treatments for the disorder can be divided into three categories:
pharmacological, surgical, and behavioral. Medications are aimed at decreasing the symptoms
of tremor. Pharmacological agents that have been used for treatment include anticonvulsants,
beta‐adrenergic receptor antagonists (commonly termed beta‐blockers), neuroleptics,
antiepileptics, barbiturates, and benzodiazepines (Zesiewicz et al. 2005). Primidone (an
anticonvulsant) and propranolol (a beta‐blocker) have level A evidence for use in the treatment
of ET and are the recommended first line of treatment for limb tremor (Zesiewicz et al. 2005),
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however it is estimated that 30% of cases will not respond to either (Koller and Vetere‐Overfield
1989). Alprazolam (a benzodiazepine), atenolol (a beta‐blocker), and gabapentin and
topiramate (anticonvulsants) have level B evidence for the treatment of limb tremor (Zesiewicz
et al. 2005). The only medication with level B evidence for the treatment of head tremor is
propranolol, and thus it is a typical starting point for the treatment of head tremor (Zesiewicz et
al. 2005). A number of other potential medications have been used, but currently have level C
evidence for efficacy at best. Medications are assessed on an individual level for efficacy of
treatment versus contraindications and adverse side effects, which can include sedation,
drowsiness, fatigue, nausea, headaches, ataxia, shortness of breath, paresthesias, and a myriad
of other possibilities (Zesiewicz et al. 2005). Nearly one third of ET patients with prescriptions
for medications to treat tremor discontinue use of these medications due to troublesome side
effects (Louis et al. 2010). Botulinum toxin A has been injected into affected limb or neck
muscles for the treatment of ET, and it may reduce tremor, but data is limited (Zesiewicz et al.
2005). Side effects include localized muscle weakness.

Surgical intervention for ET is typically only attempted in moderate to severe cases, due to the
potential for significant complications from brain surgery. Unilateral thalamotomy is extremely
effective in treating limb tremor (tremor is reduced in 80% ‐ 90% of cases), but adverse effects
occur in 14% ‐ 47% of cases (Zesiewicz et al. 2005). Bilateral thalamotomy is not recommended
due to a high frequency of side effects (Zesiewicz et al. 2005). Deep brain stimulation of the
thalamus is effective in reducing limb tremor, however there is conflicting evidence as to the
effectiveness in treating head and voice tremor (Zesiewicz et al. 2005). Behavioral techniques
for decreasing symptoms of tremor are based on the idea that stress activates tremor and thus
relaxation can reduce tremor (Pahwa and Lyons 2003). Meditation, yoga, hypnosis, and other
relaxation techniques are proposed by Pahwa and Lyons (2003). Biobehavioral interventions
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involving the use of relaxation and EMG biofeedback training to decrease tremor severity have
also been used, and shown positive results in some limited case studies (total n=6) (Chung et al.
1995; Lundervold et al. 1999; Lundervold and Poppen 2004).

2.1.3 Head Tremor

The specific etiology of ET of the head is even less clear than that of ET in general. The
progression of ET often begins with ET of the upper extremities and then spreads to involve the
head, however, the inverse is not true (Louis et al. 2003a; Hardesty et al. 2004). Having ET and a
relative with ET involving the head is a risk factor for head tremor, suggesting a familial link
(Louis et al. 2003a). One unanswered question regarding ETH is the underlying reason for
gender inequality in prevalence rates; females with ET have four to six times the risk of
developing head tremor when compared to males with ET, although ET occurs approximately
equally as often in each sex (Louis et al. 2003a; Hardesty et al. 2004). The difference could be
related to mechanics (the size and weight of the head and supporting musculature), the
pathological anatomy in the brain, or sex hormones influencing either the expression of the
pathology or brain region susceptibility to insult (Louis et al. 2003a; Hardesty et al. 2004). ET of
the head can be differentiated from tremulous cervical dystonia through the use of a “geste
antagoniste”; while this sensory trick of touching the chin or face often decreases tremor
amplitude for those with dystonic tremor, it does not help those with ETH (Masuhr et al. 2000).

The study of head tremor may present some valuable paradigms that may be used to
understand the mechanism by which ET occurs. In persons with ET, the electrical signals to the
muscles within one limb are coherent around the primary frequency of tremor (Raethjen et al.
2000a). Coherence between two signals indicates a consistent relationship between them in
terms of the frequency, phase, and spectral power of the signals; while coherence does not
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imply causation, it does imply a strong association between the two signals. However coherence
is not seen between muscles of separate limbs (Raethjen et al. 2000a). These findings support
the concept of separate oscillators for each limb, however a coherence analysis including the
muscles responsible for axial tremors, such as head tremor, has not been performed. Axial
tremors are different from limb tremors in that antagonist muscles may be on opposite sides of
the body, and therefore are represented in separate regions of both the cerebral cortex and the
cerebellum.

Head‐specific tremor characteristics have been minimally studied. The rotational direction of
head tremor is often likened to either a “yes‐yes” (nodding) or a “no‐no” (shaking) movement of
the head, with a majority of individuals exhibiting the latter (Calzetti et al. 1992; Bain et al. 1994;
Valls‐Sole et al. 1997; Wissel et al. 1997; Masuhr et al. 2000). However, many individuals
actually exhibit combined movement directions of tremor or a changing axis about which the
head oscillates (Rapoport et al. 1991; Valls‐Sole et al. 1997). The involved muscles are most
commonly reported to be the sternocleidomastoid and splenius capitus, which can exhibit
reciprocal or synchronous firing patterns (Valls‐Sole et al. 1997; Wissel et al. 1997). One case
study involving a woman with head tremor investigated the effects of changing head position on
the tremor and found that different positions would increase or decrease tremor amplitude
(Mossman et al. 1992). These results, however, cannot be considered conclusive for the
following reasons: it was a case study, there was no specified diagnosis for the woman’s head
tremor, and rotational amplitude was only assessed in one direction (no‐no) despite the
individual’s tremor being characterized as a combined yes‐yes and no‐no tremor (Mossman et al.
1992). The results do, however, demonstrate a need for assessing the effects of head position
on the expression of head tremor in individuals with ETH. The augmenting effect of stress on
tremor leads to the idea that more stressful activities will increase an individual’s tremor. The
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more difficult a particular posture is to hold, the more one can say it stresses the postural
control system. It is therefore possible that changing postures, and thus, changing postural
control demands, could have an effect on an individual’s tremor. However, no studies have
been performed to date to assess the effects of posture on the expression of head tremor in
individuals with ETH.

One interesting facet of ETH is that it is reported that individuals with head tremor are often not
aware of it and only become aware when told of the tremor by another individual (Pal et al.
2000; Parisi et al. 2006; Louis et al. 2008). Investigating the lack of awareness of head tremor in
three different settings (a tertiary‐referral center, a population‐based sample, and a brain
repository), Louis et al. (2008) found unawareness rates for head tremor ranged from 33% to
54%. The lack of conscious awareness is indicative of an insidious onset of the disorder and
implies that neural inputs from the eyes, the vestibular organs, and the proprioceptive systems
are not altered sufficiently to lead to self‐awareness of the head tremor. Even when told of the
head tremor so that an individual is cognitively aware that he/she has head tremor, it is often
not something that is consciously sensed. The above responses may be explained by
accommodation of the nervous system via both the vestibulo‐ocular reflex, which stabilizes the
visual field, and proprioceptive sensory habituation, which increases the threshold to perception
of proprioceptive sensations. Studies on unawareness of movements in other neurological
disorders have proposed that a lack of internal feedback may diminish self‐awareness of the
movements (Snowden et al. 1998; Vitale et al. 2001). It is also worth noting that individuals with
ETH are more likely to take medication for their tremor than individuals with ET without head
involvement (Louis et al. 2003a); this is perhaps partially explained by the strong concern over
social embarrassment felt by those with ET that involves the head (Rapoport et al. 1991).
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2.2 Postural Control
The process of controlling the body’s position in space for the purposes of stability and
orientation is termed postural control, and balance (or postural stability) is the ability to control
the relationship between the centre of mass and the base of support (Shumway‐Cook and
Woollacott 2007). The individual, the task, and the environment all affect the ability to maintain
postural control. It is achieved through the interaction of multiple systems, including sensory
systems, musculo‐skeletal components, and neurological mechanisms. Two primary methods
are used to achieve postural control: feedback control and feedforward control. Feedback
control is used to respond to inputs received from the somatosensory, vestibular, and visual
sensory systems. Each sensory system provides a frame of reference, and the central nervous
system (CNS) interprets and integrates the information (Soechting and Flanders 1992).
Feedforward control occurs in anticipation of voluntary movements that are about to occur, to
offset the potentially destabilizing effects of the movements.

The CNS is greatly involved in postural control. The spinal cord does not organize or control
postural stability, but extensor muscle activity is contributed at a spinal level for antigravity
support. Nuclei in the brainstem are responsible for regulating postural tone and integrating
sensory information, and contribute to anticipatory postural control. The basal ganglia controls
which muscles respond to the changing task demands, and the cerebellum helps to coordinate
the muscular response by modifying the magnitude of muscular activity in response to changing
task demands. Higher cortical centers work with the other elements in the CNS to create a
postural control system that is able to integrate anticipatory control, sensory feedback, and
varying task demands to achieve stability and orientation goals in many environments
(Shumway‐Cook and Woollacott 2007).
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The three sensory systems involved in postural control, as stated above, are the somatosensory,
vestibular, and visual systems. These three systems provide complementary and often
redundant sensory information about the orientation and movement of the body. The
somatosensory system provides information on the position and movement of body segments
with respect to supporting surfaces and each other. The vestibular system provides information
on the position and movement of the head with respect to gravity and inertial forces. The visual
system provides information on the position and movement of the head with respect to the
environment. All three of these sensory systems contribute to postural control. Thus when one
sense is providing inaccurate information or no information at all, the other senses are able to
provide enough feedback that stability is maintained. Different senses may be better able to
provide sensory information more quickly or accurately in different conditions. There are two
theories as to how the sensory information is organized to enable postural control: the
intermodal theory and the sensory weighting hypothesis. The intermodal theory suggests that
all three senses provide equally important information and the interaction of the different
sensory information is what provides the CNS with the necessary information to achieve
postural control (Stoffregen and Riccio 1988). The sensory weighting hypothesis suggests that
each of the three senses provides a unique contribution to postural control, with the different
sensory inputs being weighted by their relative accuracy within a given set of task demands in a
given environment (Oie et al. 2002). The current evidence appears to be more in favor of the
sensory weighting hypothesis, with a number of studies supporting the theory (Nashner 1982;
Jeka and Lackner 1995; Kuo et al. 1998).

Regardless of which theory of sensory organization is correct, both are consistent with the idea
that the postural control system is challenged by removing or altering the sensory inputs to the
CNS. A mobile surface or unstable surface (eg. foam) affects inputs from the somatosensory
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system. Inputs from the vestibular system can be affected by placing a person on a moving
surface, or by rotating the head, such as with tremor. Vestibular inputs can also be artificially
affected via galvanic vestibular stimulation, a process of stimulating the vestibular branch of the
vestibulocochlear nerve. Visual inputs can be affected by altering vision to be less clear or have
a smaller field of view, or by removing vision entirely. Tasks or conditions affecting two sensory
inputs at once or providing inaccurate sensory information can be used to more greatly stress
the postural control system. Another method of challenging the postural control system is to
alter the base of support; the greater the area of the base of support, the easier it is to maintain
a stable posture. Of note, aging comes with inherent challenges to the postural control system.
Overall muscle strength and range of motion tend to decrease, thus affecting the ability of the
body to respond to postural control demands. The somatosensory, vestibular, and visual
sensory systems all functionally decline with age. The postural control response mechanisms
show some specific changes with age as well: postural muscle response latency increases, there
is increased muscle coactivation in response to perturbations, there are some changes in the
pattern of muscle activation in response to perturbations, and the ability to balance when there
is reduced, inaccurate, or conflicting sensory information is impaired (Woollacott et al. 1986).

2.3 Head Kinematics
2.3.1 Neck Joints

The neck, or cervical spine, is not a single joint, but rather a complex series of joints that
supports the head above the thorax while still allowing for mobility of the head (Gray 1995). The
skull sits on top of seven cervical vertebrae (C1 through C7). Each vertebra has a solid vertebral
body and a vertebral arch posteriorly, which surrounds the vertebral foramen. Between
vertebral bodies sit intervertebral discs, made of fibrocartilage surrounding a jelly‐like
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substance, which serve as shock absorbers and also cartilaginous joints that allow slight
movement of the vertebrae with respect to each other. The vertebral arches each have two
superior articular facets and two inferior articular facets; these facets articulate with facets of
the vertebrae above and below as plane joints. C1 and C2 are special instances of cervical
vertebrae. C1 is called the atlas and has no vertebral body. C2 is called the axis and has a
superiorly projected process called the odontoid process that resides where the missing C1
vertebral body would have been.

Neck movement occurs in three anatomical directions, either pure or combined:
flexion/extension (pitch) is a rotation within the sagittal plane and is the head movement used in
Western culture to indicate “yes”, rotation (yaw) is a rotation within the transverse plane and is
the head movement used in Western culture to indicate “no”, and lateral flexion (roll) is a
rotation within the coronal plane that is equivalent to tipping the head from side to side. The
atlanto‐axial joint (the joint between C1 and C2) is the most mobile joint in the spine, with
approximately 10° of flexion/extension, 5° of lateral flexion, and 50° of rotation (Gray 1995;
Bogduk and Mercer 2000; Magee 2002). Rotation is obviously the primary movement, and
occurs by C1 rotating about the odontoid process of C2. The transverse ligament of the axis
holds the odontoid process against the anterior arch of C1, limiting movement excursion of C1.
The atlanto‐occipital joints (the joints between the occiput of the skull and C1) are two ellipsoid
surfaces with which the occiput articulates (Gray 1995; Bogduk and Mercer 2000; Magee 2002).
The primary movement is flexion/extension (approximately 20°), while lateral flexion is
approximately 10° and rotation is negligible. At the remaining cervical vertebral articulations
between the articular facets of C2 through C7, small amounts of flexion/extension, rotation, and
lateral flexion occur, with range increasing slightly in the lower cervical joints (Gray 1995;
Bogduk and Mercer 2000; Magee 2002). Combining movement through all of the cervical joints,
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the total cervical active range of motion (ROM) has been reported in a meta‐analysis to be
between 35° and 70° of flexion, 35° and 90° of extension (combined flexion/extension range of
75° and 150°), 35° and 55° of lateral flexion bilaterally, and 50° and 95° of rotation bilaterally
(Chen et al. 1999). Reported cervical ROM is highly variable across studies due to the variety of
methods used to measure it, although there is general agreement that range decreases slightly
with age, and females sometimes appear to have greater range than males, but this difference
rarely reaches statistical significance (Chen et al. 1999).

2.3.2 Kinematics

Kinematics use physics to describe the movement of objects; in the field of biomechanics,
kinematics are used to describe the 3‐dimensional movement of bodies, most commonly the
linear and rotational motions that occur at human joints. To describe movements of bodies,
reference frames are required. A global reference frame is the use of a coordinate system that is
set in fixed space. A local reference frame is the use of a coordinate system that is defined
relative to an object, and moves with the object. For example, to measure elbow movement
one might define one local coordinate system (LCS) for the forearm and one LCS for the upper
arm, and then calculate the movement of one coordinate system with respect to the other to
determine elbow movement.

When assessing spinal movement, sometimes the movements of individual vertebrae are of
interest at a biomechanical level. However, at a motor control level and in most clinical
applications, it is the overall movement resulting from the combined movements of a section of
vertebrae that is more important to assess. Thus, when measuring head movement for a clinical
application, the overall movement between the head and the thorax is the more significant
measure.
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In the case of measuring head movement, the head is easily modeled as a rigid body, and a head
local coordinate system must be defined. A number of different LCSs have been used to define
the head, which are mostly similar with slight variations between them. Carpaneto et al. (2004)
used a line between the mastoid processes as the lateral axis, the midpoint of this line to the
vertex of the head as the vertical axis, and the forward axis was calculated as perpendicular to
these two axes. Koerhuis et al. (2003) defined the lateral axis as perpendicular to a plane
formed by the chin midpoint, the nosebridge, and the occiput, the vertical axis as the line from
the chin midpoint to the nosebridge, and the forward axis was calculated as perpendicular to
these two axes. Hirasaki et al. (1999) used a line between the ears as the lateral axis, a line from
the nose to the occiput as the forward axis, and the vertical axis was calculated as perpendicular
to these two axes. Two groups used a line between the left external auditory meatus (EAM) and
the right EAM as the lateral axis, defined a plane including the EAMs and the inferior rims of the
orbits, used a line from the midpoint of the interaural line to the nose that was on this plane and
perpendicular to the lateral axis as the forward axis, and the vertical axis was calculated as
perpendicular to these two axes (Moore et al. 2005; Kunin et al. 2007). The plane used by Kunin
et al. (2007) and Moore et al. (2005) is called the Frankfurt plane (FP, also spelled Frankfort
plane) and is specifically defined as the plane containing the left orbitale (the lowest point on
the inferior rim of the orbit) and the superior borders of the left and right EAMs (Bjerin 1957).
This plane is frequently used as a part of creating a LCS for the head. While the axes of rotation
of the head do change as the head moves, the axis of yaw rotation is quite consistent
(Medendorp et al. 1998; Moore et al. 2005). The axis of yaw rotation can thus be considered to
be fixed in head coordinates, pitched forward 5° from the normal to the Frankfurt plane on
average (Moore et al. 2005). The axis of flexion/extension moves lower with increasing flexion,
however, the orientation of this axis stays constant (Medendorp et al. 1998). If the kinematic
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variables of interest are the orientation angles of the head, the orientation of the LCS of the
head is important, but the specific location of the LCS is unimportant.

To measure head movement, the orientation of the head needs to be measured with respect to
another reference frame. Depending on the question of interest, this reference frame might be
a global coordinate system to assess the orientation of the head in space with respect to gravity,
or it might be the thorax to assess the orientation of the head on the body. The thorax is more
difficult to model as a rigid body than the head as it is comprised of 12 thoracic vertebrae and 24
ribs which are all capable of movement with respect to each other, and it also supports the
shoulder girdles, which are the origins of movement for the upper extremities. However, to
determine head movement with respect to the body a comparison reference frame must be
used, thus a LCS for the upper thorax must be defined. The LCSs used for the thorax are more
variable than those used for the head, often being based on the position of the thorax in global
coordinates while in a “neutral position” instead of on anatomical landmarks (Hirasaki et al.
1999; Moore et al. 2005). Another common method for creating a LCS for a spinal segment is to
define the vertical axis as a line between two spinous processes in the spinal region of interest,
define the lateral axis as the normal to a plane containing the two spinous processes and one
more midline point, and then calculate the forward axis as perpendicular to these two axes, as
done by Konz et al. (2006). Koerhuis et al. (2003) used a LCS that was more specific to the upper
thorax: the vertical axis was defined by a line from the midpoint between the T8 spinous process
and the xyphoid process to the midpoint between the C7 spinous process and the suprasternal
notch, the lateral axis was calculated as a line perpendicular to the vertical axis and the line
between the C7 spinous process and the suprasternal notch, and the forward axis was calculated
as perpendicular to these two axes.
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With a LCS for the head and a LCS for the thorax, angular position and angular movement of the
head may be calculated with respect to the thorax. A rotation matrix is empirically calculated
from these LCSs, and from this rotation matrix the angular position can be calculated. It takes
six parameters to fully identify the position and orientation of an object, but in the case that only
the orientation is important, only three parameters are required to fully describe the orientation
of the object. There are three primary methods that may be used to define the orientation:
quaternions, axis‐angle representation (also called helical axis representation), and Euler
rotations. A quaternion is a 4‐dimensional mathematical representation that uses complex
numbers and properties to represent 3‐dimensional angles. The method is very clean
mathematically as it does not have the problem of singularities from Gimbal locks that Euler
angles can have (creating large errors at these angles). However a quaternion has no direct
physical or anatomical meaning, and thus can be difficult to interpret. Axis‐angle representation
equates the orientation of the object to a single rotation about a 3‐dimensional axis. Again, this
method can be difficult to interpret, as the axis of rotation does have a physical meaning, but
the physical axis orientation may not correspond meaningfully to the anatomical reality. Axis‐
angle representations also have singularities at 0° and 180°, cannot be combined without
transforming back to matrix or quaternion notations, and in practice are not reliable for head
rotations less than 6° (Medendorp et al. 1998). Euler angles decompose a 3‐dimensional
rotation into three separate angles, which have a physical meaning. There are singularities in
some of these angles at 90°, but there are also ways to avoid these singularities. Euler angles
are also sequence dependent (as explained in the following paragraph). It is important to note
that none of these methods are incorrect, they are just different ways of representing 3‐
dimensional orientation. Euler angles are often the orientation representation method of choice
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in the field of biomechanics because they have an intuitive physical meaning, and can be directly
translated into the anatomical movements of flexion, lateral flexion, and rotation.

The Euler angle method is not just one representation, but actually a family of representations,
divided into two groups: “proper” Euler sequences and Cardan sequences. “Proper” Euler angle
sequences will rotate first about one axis, then about a second axis, and finally about the first
axis again. Each axis being represented by an X, Y, or Z, the six Euler angle sequences are XYX,
XZX, YXY, YZY, ZXZ, and ZYZ. Cardan angle sequences rotate about each of the three axes, and
thus the six Cardan angle sequences are XYZ, XZY, YZX, YXZ, ZXY, and ZYX. The three angles are
not commutative. This means that the order in which the angles are calculated will affect the
resultant values for the angles, and thus the sequence of angles used in any application must be
reported along with the angular values attained (Tupling and Pierrynowski 1987). The choice of
which sequence to use at a given joint is important; some sequences will be more susceptible to
singularities from Gimbal lock at that joint, some sequences will better match the underlying
anatomical movement and symmetries (Crawford et al. 1996), and it is also important to be
consistent with the sequences used for each joint, so that comparisons can be made (Wu et al.
2002). Again, no sequence is incorrect, some just provide more suitable representations of the
underlying movement. One variant of an Euler angle sequence is called the tilt‐twist method.
The tilt‐twist representation has three parameters: an angle that the object tilts, the angular
location at which the object tilts, and the angle that the object rotates (Crawford et al. 1999).
The angles are not explicitly Euler angles, however they are directly calculated from the angles
derived from one Euler sequence. The advantage of the tilt‐twist representation is that it is very
simple to understand physically. It also corresponds well to the actual movement of the head,
which can be considered to tilt (flexion and lateral flexion) and to twist (rotation), with the third
parameter of angular location of the tilt being used to determine the division of the tilt between
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flexion and lateral flexion. This method has been found to adequately represent neck flexion
angles in all orientations, and has been reported as the method of choice for representing neck
rotations (Hof and Winters 2002). A more in‐depth mathematical description of this method can
be seen in section 3.6.1.

2.4 Neck Muscle Electromyography
2.4.1 Neck Musculature

The muscles of the neck can be divided into nine groups: the superficial region, depressors of the
os hyoides and larynx, elevators of the os hyoides and larynx, muscles of the tongue, muscles of
the pharynx, muscles of the soft palate, muscles of the anterior vertebral region, muscles of the
lateral vertebral region, and muscles of the larynx (Gray 1995). Only three of these groups have
involvement in movements of the head on the neck: the superficial region (platysma and
sternocleidomastoid), muscles of the anterior vertebral region (rectus capitis anticus major,
rectus capitis anticus minor, rectus capitis lateralis, and longus colli), and muscles of the lateral
region (scalenus anticus, scalenus medius, and scalenus posticus). There are also muscles that
are considered to be “of the back” that go through the neck region and participate in moving the
head: trapezius (in the first layer of the back); splenius capitis and splenius colli (in the third layer
of the back); cervicalis ascendens, transversalis cervicis, trachelo‐mastoid, complexus, biventer
cervicis, and spinalis colli (in the cervical region of the erector spinae, in the fourth layer of the
back); and rectus capitis posticus major, rectus capitis posticus minor, obliquus capitis inferior,
and obliquus capitis superior (in the fifth layer of the back) (Gray 1995). Thus there are many
layers of muscles in the neck that contribute to mobility of the head. In general, if a posterior
neck muscle is activated bilaterally it extends the neck, and if activated unilaterally it tilts the
neck to the ipsilateral side. If an anterior neck muscle is activated bilaterally it flexes the neck,
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and if activated unilaterally it tilts the neck to the ipsilateral side. In both anterior and posterior
neck muscles, unilateral activation will also result in some rotation, but whether the rotation is
to the ipsilateral or contralateral side varies with the origin and insertion of each muscle. The
larger and more superficial muscles (such as sternocleidomastoid (SCM), the upper fibres of
trapezius (UFT), and splenius capitis (SPL)) are the prime movers of the head; their greater cross‐
sectional areas and their lever arms enable these muscles to generate more force and torque
than smaller, deeper muscles.

2.4.2 Neck Electromyography

Electromyography (EMG) is a technique used to measure the electrical activity of a muscle. A
muscle cell is activated when an electrical potential is generated. The average rectified value of
electrical activity of a muscle increases with increasing force output of that muscle, thus EMG
can provide an indication of how hard a muscle is working (Lawrence and De Luca 1983). There
are two primary ways that EMG is performed: surface EMG, in which electrodes are placed on
the skin to measure the electrical activity in the underlying muscle, and intramuscular EMG, in
which a needle electrode or fine‐wire electrodes are inserted through the skin, directly into the
muscle. Two advantages of surface EMG over wire or needle EMG are that it is non‐invasive and
it has a larger pick‐up volume, the latter suggesting it provides a better picture of the overall
electrical activity of a muscle. Conversely, a larger pick‐up volume can be a disadvantage; it may
mean that the electrodes are actually recording activity from muscles adjacent to the muscle of
interest, resulting in signal contamination that is referred to as cross‐talk (De Luca 2002).

The muscular anatomy of the neck makes it a difficult region on which to perform EMG. There
are many thin muscles in overlapping layers in a small region, resulting in an increased possibility
of cross‐talk when using surface EMG due to the proximity of other muscles that are adjacent to,
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overlying, or underlying the muscle of interest. Also, because most of the neck muscles are not
superficial, many are not amenable to surface EMG. Splenius capitis, one of the larger muscles
in the neck region, vividly illustrates the problems with surface EMG in the neck region. The
lateral aspect of the splenius capitis muscle is deep to the sternocleidomastoid muscle and the
medial aspect of the splenius capitis muscle is deep to the upper trapezius. Typically there is
only a thin slip of the splenius capitis muscle that is superficially exposed (“available”) between
the posterior aspect of the sternocleidomastoid and the lateral aspect of the upper trapezius.
Individual anatomy of the neck muscles is variable; thus the size or even the presence of an
available region of splenius capitis is unpredictable, even when anthropometric measurements
of the head and neck region are considered in this determination (Joines et al. 2006). The
anatomy and individual variability thus renders surface EMG signals from splenius capitis
suspect, as they may be contaminated by signals from the upper trapezius and
sternocleidomastoid (Benhamou et al. 1995), as well as from the many layers of neck muscles
directly underneath splenius capitis. Some techniques for surface electrode placement to
optimize the quality of the electrical signal from the splenius capitis muscle have been reported
(Joines et al. 2006). Performing intramuscular EMG significantly reduces the crosstalk from
adjacent muscles, but is more invasive. One great difficulty with intramuscular EMG in the neck
is the problem of knowing which muscle the electrode is in, since there are so many layers of
muscle. One solution is to perform placement of the intramuscular electrodes using ultrasound
guidance (Siegmund et al. 2007). Ultrasound guidance, however, is not readily available for all
clinicians and researchers who wish to use the imaging technology, thus the difficulties with
intramuscular electrode placement remain. Surface EMG is frequently performed on neck
muscles in research involving whiplash, neck muscle pathologies and pain, and head tremor, and
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continues to be a common form of EMG used in clinical applications (Valls‐Sole et al. 1997;
Wissel et al. 1997; Siegmund et al. 2003).

2.5 Summary of Literature Review and Study Objectives
Essential tremor is a widespread adult movement disorder involving tremor of the upper
extremities and/or of the head. ET is associated with functional disability, and in some studies
persons with ET involving the head have been shown to have even greater disability when
compared to counterparts with ET not involving the head. Head tremor is an axial tremor and
not a limb tremor, and thus may present differently from hand tremor. However, while research
on ET involving the upper extremities has been steadily increasing, there remains a dearth of
knowledge about ETH. A better understanding of how varying task demands affect head tremor
could lead to a better understanding of the mechanics of head tremor, and of how the head
tremor leads to increased levels of functional disability.

While both hand tremor and head tremor are common characteristics of this disorder, head
tremor remains poorly understood due to a lack of quantitative studies. Kinematic
measurements of head tremor have been performed using linear accelerometers to measure
linear accelerations, and this does not correspond to the rotational nature of the anatomical
movements of the head. There is also some difficulty with recording EMG from the neck
muscles, which can create difficulty with collecting and interpreting neurophysiological data
regarding head tremor.

The overriding goal of this study was to understand how varying task demands affect the
presentation of head tremor in persons with ETH. There is some evidence that the position of
the upper extremity can affect hand tremor and limited evidence that the position of the head
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may affect head tremor. Thus Objective #1 was to determine the effects of head position on
measures of head tremor in persons with ETH, as measured by kinematic and neurophysiological
outcome measures. Specifically, kinematic measures of rotational head movements and EMG
measures of splenius capitis, upper trapezius, and sternocleidomastoid were assessed to
determine tremor power at specific ranges of head flexion, extension, and rotation, from neutral
through end range in 25° increments.

Two of the sensory systems that contribute to postural control are based in the head. Changing
the difficulty of a posture stresses the postural control system. There is evidence that stress
affects head tremor, thus changing postural control demands could affect the manifestation of
head tremor. Objective #2 was to determine the effects of varying postural control demands on
measures of head tremor in persons with ETH, as measured by kinematic and neurophysiological
outcome measures. Specifically, kinematic measures of rotational head movements and EMG
measures of splenius capitis, upper trapezius, and sternocleidomastoid were assessed to
determine tremor power through different combinations of postures (seated or standing), base
of support (standing with feet apart or feet together), supporting surface (standing on solid
ground or foam), and visual condition (eyes open or closed).

The underlying ambition of the investigator in performing this study was to contribute to current
knowledge about head tremor. The effects of head position and of postural control demands on
head tremor have not been assessed prior to this study. The results, therefore, will add new
observations, information, and insights to the field of study of essential tremor involving the
head.
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Chapter 3 Methods
3.1 Participants
Community‐dwelling adults with essential tremor of the head (ETH) and age‐gender‐matched
healthy adult control participants (CN) were recruited for participation in this study. Prospective
ETH participants were found by contacting persons with essential tremor who had previously
participated in studies conducted by our research group who were also believed to have head
involvement (as documented by medical diagnosis, self‐report, or investigator observation).
Prospective CN participants were found by contacting previous control participants and friends
and family of the investigators.

The ETH participants were required to meet the diagnostic criteria defined in the Consensus
Statement of the Movement Disorder Society on Tremor (1998). Participants were interviewed
to ensure that the diagnostic criteria were met, and that factors associated with misdiagnosed
ET (unilateral tremor, dystonic postures, and other unusual features)(Jain et al. 2006) were not
present. In addition, for the data to be retained for full analysis it was necessary that a spectral
plot of each ETH participant’s head motion showed a consistent peak in the 3‐9Hz range (Valls‐
Sole et al. 1997; Wissel et al. 1997; Masuhr et al. 2000), as evidence of tremorous head
movements consistent with ET involving the head.

Exclusion criteria for both participant groups were: neck or upper thorax pathology or pain that
would affect head movements, cervical or other dystonia, Parkinson’s disease, parkinsonism,
other neurological disorders, or tremorogenic medication, as determined by participant self‐
report. Cognitive impairment of sufficient severity to affect the ability of the participant to
understand the tasks, carry out directions, or provide informed consent was an additional
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exclusion criterion, as determined during the intake interview and continued conversation with
the investigator.

3.2 Ethics
The protocol was approved by the local Health Sciences Research Ethics Board, with approval
updated annually (Approval Number REH‐316‐06; see Appendix 1). All participants signed their
informed consent to be part of the study (see Appendix 2). Data from each participant was
associated with a unique alpha‐numeric code to maintain participants’ confidentiality. Data
from ETH participants was labeled “ETHxx” and data from CN participants was labeled “CNxx,”
where “xx” was a two‐digit number. No remuneration was provided to participants.

3.3 Intake Process and Clinical Measures
The investigator interviewed each participant to fill out a standard information form (see
Appendix 3). The form consisted of questions regarding demographic information, occupation,
ocular health, medical history, medications, family history of tremor, and personal history of
tremor, including information about body parts affected by tremor. Specific anthropometric
characteristics were also measured, including height and weight.

Each participant in the tremor group completed a Tremor Disability Questionnaire (TDQ) (Louis
et al. 2000). The TDQ consists of a series of questions regarding how a person’s daily functioning
is affected by tremor. The published version primarily concentrates on the effects of hand
tremor; thus some supplementary questions were created by the investigator and appended to
the end of the questionnaire (see Appendix 4 for the TDQ and supplementary questions). These
supplementary questions were intended to focus more on the disability experienced due to
head tremor and were inspired by previous experiences within the laboratory group with
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persons with ETH and their spontaneous comments regarding tasks with which they reported
difficulty. TDQ total scores are reported as a number between 0 and 100, with 0 representing no
disability and 100 representing extreme disability due to tremor (Louis et al. 2000). As in the
original published version, a subscore for hand tremor disability is also calculated on the same 0‐
100 scale. In addition, the supplementary questions were also combined with some of the
questions in the TDQ to provide a head tremor disability subscore, again on a 0‐100 scale. The
latter subscore has not been validated, and was merely intended to provide the investigator
with an idea of the degree of disability experienced due to head tremor.

3.4 Apparatus and Set‐up
3.4.1 Head Position Measurement Apparatus and Calibration

An Optotrak Certus® motion capture system was used to collect head position data. This system
uses infrared emitting diode markers (IREDs) to define the objects being tracked, and a position
sensor with 3 cameras to triangulate highly accurate position data for those markers (accuracy =
0.1‐0.45mm varying with direction and distance from position sensor, resolution = 0.01mm).

In order to measure head position with respect to thorax position, both the head and the upper
thorax were defined as rigid bodies. A solid plastic piece was affixed to the posterior aspect of
the crown of the head using an adjustable head strap that was tightened around the
participant’s head, with medical‐grade adhesive tape applied to the straps at the temples to
further ensure the stability of the headpiece (see Figure 3‐1 a and c). A second solid plastic piece
was attached to the posterior thorax at the T4 spinal level using medical‐grade adhesive tape;
this location represented the centre of the upper thorax (see Figure 3‐1 b and c). Both of the
plastic pieces had a cluster of three IREDs solidly affixed to a flat surface angled superiorly and
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a)

c)

b)

Figure 3‐1. Head and Thorax Clusters.
a) Adjustable headpiece with infrared emitting diode (IRED) cluster.
b) Thorax piece with IRED cluster. c) Headpiece and thorax piece being
worn by participant.

posteriorly. Any participants with long hair had it tied up in such a way that it did not interfere
with the fixation or visibility of the head cluster. Participants were provided with a t‐shirt having
a hole cut out of the back at the appropriate level, to prevent clothing from interfering with the
stability or visibility of the thorax cluster. The IREDs had optimal visibility to the position sensor
due to their orientation on the participant’s body (and thus in space), and to their location in the
centre of the characterized measurement volume of the sensor throughout the duration of
testing; the position sensor was located approximately 4m behind the participants, 2m above
the floor, in a horizontal orientation, with the field of view angled approximately 20 degrees
downward. Three‐dimensional position data from the IREDs was recorded at a rate of 200
frames per second, using Northern Digital Instruments’ ToolBenchTM software. Diagrammatic
representation of electronic schematics can be found in Appendix 5. All data was saved to a
personal computer hard drive for future off‐line analysis.
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Prior to each participant’s arrival, the Optotrak system was statically calibrated. This is a process
by which the Optotrak tracking coordinate system was defined and standardized. A calibration
box with defined IRED locations was placed on a flat surface, flush to the centre of the wall the
participants would be facing during testing. The position of the box was recorded for 10
seconds, and the Optotrak software then used this data to create a calibration file containing the
global coordinate system (GCS). The GCS was thus defined as the Y‐axis being in the upwards
direction, against gravity, the Z‐axis being in the forwards direction, away from the position
sensor, towards and perpendicular to the wall the participant would be facing, and the X‐axis
being in the direction towards the left side of the participants when facing away from the
position sensor and towards the wall, in accordance with a right‐handed coordinate system.

3.4.2 Landmarking

Each participant underwent a process called landmarking. This is a practice by which known
anatomical landmarks are associated with the locations of the IRED clusters using a
mathematical relationship. There were 8 landmarks, of which 4 were on the head and 4 were on

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 3‐2. Landmarking Points.
a) Left orbitale. b) Superior border of left external auditory meatus. c) Suprasternal notch. d) Xyphoid
process. e) C7 spinous process. f) T8 spinous process.
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the thorax. The head landmarks were the inferior margins of the left and right orbits (a point
called the orbitale; LORB, RORB) and the superior border of the left and right external auditory
meatus (LEAM, REAM). The thorax landmarks were the suprasternal notch (STRN), the xyphoid
process as approximated by the apex of the infrasternal angle (XYPH), the C7 spinous process
(C7SP), and the T8 spinous process (T8SP). The investigator located all landmarks by palpation.

A digitizing probe, the shape of a pencil with a cross on the end, was used to point at the specific
anatomical locations on the participants’ heads and thoraxes (see Figure 3‐2). The cross was
affixed with IREDs, and the 3‐dimensional relationship between the tip of the probe and these
IREDs was a known constant. Thus, while recording data with the probe tip resting on a specific
landmark, that location could be calculated in the GCS using the known relationship between the
probe tip and the probe IREDs. Each landmark trial lasted 2 seconds, and 2 separate trials were
performed for each of the anatomical landmarks, each with an independent landmark palpation.
During these trials, the probe was oriented in such a way that the tip was on the relevant
landmark and the probe IREDs were visible to the position sensor, and the participant’s chair
was rotated in such a way that the IREDs on the relevant plastic piece were visible to the
position sensor at the same time. The 3‐dimensional relationship between the landmark and the
relevant cluster (ie. landmark on the head with respect to the head cluster, landmark on the
thorax with respect to the thorax cluster) could then be calculated as the average relationship
over 4 seconds. The landmark locations were later applied to defining the head and thorax rigid
bodies, creating a local coordinate system (LCS) for each (refer to section 3.6.1).

Over the course of a landmark trial, it was possible that slight movements of the participant or
the investigator could affect the 3‐dimensional vector calculated between a landmark and its
relevant cluster. Thus, if there was any trial or notable portion of a trial for which the
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mathematical relationship between the landmark and cluster varied by 2 mm or more in any
direction, it was removed from the calculation of the vector.

3.4.3 Electromyography

Neck muscle activity was recorded using surface EMG. Recordings were made from three
primary muscles involved in neck movement, bilaterally: splenius capitis (SPL), upper fibres of
trapezius (UFT), and sternocleidomastoid (SCM). Surface EMG was chosen over intramuscular
EMG for a variety of reasons. While there is some question as to the effectiveness of surface
EMG in neck muscles (see section 2.4.2 for further information), SPL is the only one of the three
muscles being assessed in the current study that is potentially not accessible to the surface
(Benhamou et al. 1995); however, SPL activity has been successfully studied with surface EMG in
some studies (Valls‐Sole et al. 1997; Joines et al. 2006). In surface EMG, cross‐talk can also add
error to the muscle activity signal; however, it is a limitation in the measurement method and
not a reason to exclude the use of surface EMG. Another important consideration in the choice
between surface and intramuscular EMG is the invasive nature of intramuscular EMG, which
would potentially reduce the ability to recruit participants for the study. Finally, ultrasound
guidance would be particularly useful for localizing intramuscular electrode locations in neck
musculature; however, equipment with which to perform ultrasound guided intramuscular EMG
was not readily available to the investigator.

Electrode location is important when performing surface EMG of neck muscles for a variety of
reasons: electrodes that straddle the motor point of a muscle result in an underestimation of the
energy of the signal (Li and Sakamoto 1996), there are many thin muscles in a very small region
which can lead to inaccurate signal representation for a given muscle (due to cross‐talk) (De Luca
2002), and the location must be standardizable so that the results can be compared and applied
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to other studies. SCM electrode location was one third of the way cranial, along a line from the
sternal notch to the mastoid process, moving perpendicularly from this line, if required, to be
directly over the muscle belly (see Figure 3‐3 a) (Mazzini and Schieppati 1994; Strimpakos et al.
2005). UFT electrode location was halfway along a line between the C7 spinous process and the
acromion process, moving perpendicularly from this line, if required, to be directly over the
muscle belly (see Figure 3‐3 b)(Hermens et al. 1999). Determining the SPL electrode location
was a multi‐step process. Upon a strong contraction of UFT (shoulder elevation combined with
resisted ipsilateral neck flexion and contralateral neck rotation), the lateral edge of the UFT from
the C2 to the C7 level was palpated and drawn onto the participant’s skin. Upon a strong
contraction of SCM (neck flexion combined with ipsilateral neck flexion and contralateral neck
rotation), the postero‐lateral edge of the SCM from the C2 to the C5 level was palpated and
drawn onto the participant’s skin. The area between these two lines indicates the region where
surface EMG is the least likely to be picking up activity from muscles other than SPL (Joines et al.
2006). The participant was asked to flex the head fully forward, and in this position a straight

a)

b)

c)

Figure 3‐3. EMG Electrode Locations
a) Sternocleidomastoid (SCM) electrode location. Blue X’s denote the mastoid process and sternal notch
and red X is electrode location. b) Upper fibres of trapezius (UFT) electrode location. Blue X’s denote C7
spinous process (C7SP) and acromion process and red X is electrode location. c) Splenius capitis
electrode location. Blue X’s denote the mastoid process and C7SP, blue lines represent the postero‐
lateral edge of SCM and the antero‐lateral edge of UFT, and the red line is the portion of a C7SP‐to‐
mastoid process line which lies between the blue lines, and represents the electrode location.
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line was drawn between C7SP and the mastoid process; the portion of this line between the
SCM and UFT lines represented the most probable area for palpating SPL. The SPL electrode
location was within this region, at a level where a muscular contraction could be palpated upon
ipsilateral isometric neck rotation, approximately 2‐3 cm inferior to the mastoid process (see
Figure 3‐3 c) (Mazzini and Schieppati 1994; Strimpakos et al. 2005; Joines et al. 2006). The left
acromion process was used for the reference electrode location. If this location provided noisy
data, the right acromion process and the C7 spinous process were assessed, and the reference
electrode location that provided the least noisy data was used.

Skin preparation was performed at the specified location for each of the three muscles being
recorded, as well as at the reference electrode location. Since the SPL electrode location was
right at the base of the hairline, hair in that area was trimmed so that it would not interfere with
the fixation of the electrode to the skin. Cotton pads were used with rubbing alcohol to
vigorously rub the skin until reddening occurred at each electrode location, indicating sufficient
force had been used to remove the superficial layer of dirt and dead cells. Once the rubbing
alcohol had dried, conductive electrode cream (Synapse, Med‐tek Corporation) was applied to
each site, and excess was removed with a cotton pad. A single sensor was placed over each of
the six muscles of interest, using specialized two‐sided adhesives. Single differential EMG
surface sensors (Delsys DE‐2.1) were used; each had two parallel bar electrodes (99.9% Ag), with
bars 1 mm wide and 1 cm long, and an inter‐electrode distance of 1 cm. Orientation was always
such that a line between the two electrodes of a given sensor was parallel to the direction of the
underlying muscle fibres.
The electrodes were connected to a Delsys EMG system (BagnoliTM 8‐channel, specifications:
input impedance = 100MΩ, bandwidth = 20‐450Hz, signal to noise ratio = 65dB, common mode
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rejection ratio = 92dB at 60Hz). Data was sampled at 1kHz, and the total amplification gain of
the system was set to be 1000. The EMG system was connected to an Optotrak Data Acquisition
Unit II, and data was recorded using Northern Digital Instruments’ ToolBenchTM software.
Diagrammatic representation of electronic schematics can be found in Appendix 5. All data was
saved to a personal computer hard drive for future off‐line analysis.

3.5 Procedures
3.5.1 Head Position Tasks

Head position tasks were performed to assess whether head position had an effect on the
expression of head tremor in persons with ETH (as per Objective #1). These were carried out
with the aid of an investigator‐designed head positioning device (HPD, see Figure 3‐4). The HPD
consisted of a large semi‐sphere attached to a stand. The semi‐sphere was comprised of two
large metal semicircles (inside radius = 31.5 cm) that were welded together at a 90 degree angle
in a cross, forming the skeleton of half of a sphere. The cross of the semi‐sphere was welded to
a large nut. The stand for the HPD consisted of a weighted wooden base with a metal pole
threaded into it and secured with a nylon locknut, standing upright. The semi‐sphere nut was
then placed on the threaded pole, with separate nuts positioned above and below it, which were
used to secure the semi‐sphere at the required height.

Each participant was seated in a chair, with a table directly in front of him/her. The chair had a
lowered back to afford the position sensor unimpeded visibility of the IREDs, and also to ensure
that the back provided lumbar support without coming in contact with the thorax cluster. The
participant was asked to sit “comfortably upright”, which was defined as sitting upright with
good posture, while ensuring that this position still felt comfortable and natural, not awkward or
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3‐4. Head Positioning Device
a) Participant set up in head positioning device. b) Head alignment within head positioning
device; participant is in neutral head position. c) Interior of head positioning device, colored
tape markings that represent target head positions can be seen; participant is in the position
of 50° rotation to the right.

strained. The HPD was then placed on the table in front of the participant. It was adjusted
vertically, horizontally, and rotationally: it was raised or lowered for the horizontal bar to be at
the height of the participant’s eyes, the stand was moved left or right to align the vertical bar
with the centre of the participant’s face, and the stand was rotated such that the participant was
directly facing the cross of the semi‐sphere. Finally, the stand was moved towards the
participant to match the centre of the sphere with the centre of yaw rotation of the head, which
is approximately 8mm posterior to the midpoint of the inter‐aural axis when seated (Moore et
al. 2005). The vertically oriented bar was shorter at the bottom than at the top, allowing the
HPD to be moved to the correct position with respect to a participant’s head without coming
into contact with the participant’s anterior thorax.

Participants were then asked to hold 11 specific head positions: neutral (NT; straight ahead), 25°
rotation to the left and right, 50° rotation to the left and right, end range rotation (as far as
possible) to the left and right, 25° flexion, end range flexion, 25° extension, and 50° extension.
The choice of angles was selected to adequately cover the normal physiological range of motion
of the neck (Chen et al. 1999). The HPD had colored tape markings on it that corresponded to
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each of the positions. The participants were directed to turn their heads, and not just their eyes,
to directly face the specified mark for each trial. Participants performed guided practice of the
rotation movements prior to recordings; the investigator instructed the participants on
performing uniaxial rotation movements (ie. that did not combine lateral flexion with rotation),
and on performing all movements using only the neck and maintaining the thorax in a constant
position. It was assumed that keeping the thorax stationary also helped to minimize flexion
occurring through the lower cervical vertebrae and allowed flexion to occur primarily at the
atlanto‐occipital joint and through the upper cervical vertebrae; however, this assumption was
not independently verified. For data collection, the order of the 11 positions was randomized
and one 10 second trial was recorded for each position. Then the order of the 11 positions was
again randomized, and another 10 second trial was recorded for each position.

3.5.2 Postural Tasks

Postural tasks were performed to assess whether varying postural demands had an effect on the
expression of head tremor in persons with ETH (as per Objective #2). Postures were chosen that
required varying levels of postural control; the balance difficulty level was changed by altering
the base of support and challenging the sensory systems. There were 5 different postures that
participants were asked to hold: seated (comfortably upright), standing on the ground with feet
shoulder‐width apart, standing on the ground with feet together, standing on foam with feet
shoulder‐width apart, and standing on foam with feet together. Each posture was performed
both with a vision (eyes open) condition and a no vision (eyes closed) condition, for a total of 10
different postural conditions. Shoes were removed for all postural trials. A flat footrest was
placed under the participant’s feet if his/her feet did not fully contact the ground in the seated
trials. The investigator was standing beside the participant, guarding for all standing trials, to
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prevent a fall in case the participant’s balance was perturbed. For data collection, the order of
the 5 postures was randomized, and for each posture one 10 second trial was recorded with the
participant’s eyes open, followed by one 10 second trial with the participant’s eyes closed. Then
the order of the 5 postures was again randomized, and for each posture another 10 second trial
was recorded with the participant’s eyes open, followed by another 10 second trial with the
participant’s eyes closed. The visual conditions were not randomized to ensure the safety of
participants in the eyes closed conditions by assessing each individual in the eyes open
conditions first, and to assist with expediency in completing the trials.

3.6 Data Processing and Calculation of Measures
The data recorded using Northern Digital Instruments’ ToolBenchTM software was all converted
into an ASCII format. After this, all processing and analyses were performed using software
written in Matlab 7 (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA), by the investigator.

3.6.1 Position Data Processing

The initial step in analyzing the position data was determining the 3‐dimensional coordinates of
the anatomical landmarks with respect to their respective clusters (vectors called pointers).
Using the landmarking trials, NDI ToolbenchTM calculated the 3‐dimensional coordinates of the
tip of the probe based on its constant relationship to the four IREDs on the probe. These probe‐
tip coordinates represented the locations of the landmarks they were pointing at, in the GCS. In
order to then calculate each pointer from a cluster to a specified landmark, Pl was solved for in
Equation 2, the inverse of Equation 3, where Pg = the location of the landmark in the GCS, Lg =
the location of the LCS origin in the GCS, [R] = the rotation matrix from LCS to GCS, [R]‐1 = the
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rotation matrix from GCS to LCS (the inverse of [R]), and Pl is the location of the landmark in the
LCS (the pointer).

Equation 2

Pl = [R]‐1(Pg ‐ Lg)

Equation 3

Pg = Lg + [R]Pl

The LCS for the LEAM, REAM, LORB, and RORB landmarks was defined by the head cluster, with
one head IRED representing the origin of the head LCS. The LCS for the STRN, C7SP, T8SP, and
XYPH landmarks was defined by the thorax cluster, with one thorax IRED representing the origin
of the thorax LCS. Each landmark was pointed at for two 2 second trials, recorded at 200Hz. The
value of Pl was thus calculated over 800 data points for each landmark, then the means were
taken for the final values.

After the LCS pointers had been calculated, the position data from the trials was processed. The
3‐dimensional coordinates of the anatomical landmarks were calculated in the GCS, applying the
LCS pointers to using Equation 3 to solve for Pg (the location of the landmark in the GCS). Again,
Lg = the location of the LCS origin in the GCS, [R] = the rotation matrix from LCS to GCS, and Pl is
the location of the landmark in the LCS (the calculated pointer). Once the above steps were
completed, the head and thorax could each be defined as rigid bodies by creating a head LCS
with respect to the head anatomical landmarks, and a thorax LCS with respect to the thorax
anatomical landmarks.

The Frankfurt plane (FP), a plane connecting the superior border of the EAMs with the orbitales,
was used as a basis for the LCS of the head. The exact definition of the FP does not include the
right orbitale, as a plane is fully defined by only 3 points (Bjerin 1957). However, for the
purposes of this study all four points were used, as it has been shown that the Frankfort plane
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varies minimally whichever three points are used (Kato 1990). An orthogonal least‐squares fit
was applied to calculate the FP as the plane that best fit the four landmarks (LEAM, REAM, LORB,
and RORB). The normal to this plane, directed upwards, was used as the head Y‐axis. The vector
between the REAM and the LEAM, directed to the left, was the initial, temporary head X‐axis. To
ensure orthogonality, the final head X‐axis was calculated as the projection of the initial head X‐
axis onto the FP. The Z‐axis was then computed as the cross product of the X‐axis and Y‐axis,
resulting in a vector directed forwards. It has been found that the axis of yaw rotation of the
head is perpendicular to a plane pitched approximately 5° down from the FP, fixed in head
coordinates (Moore et al. 2005), therefore the LCS was rotated 5° forwards (positive rotation)
about the X‐axis to achieve the final head LCS.

Determination of the thorax LCS was performed in the manner described by Koerhuis et al.
(2003). In this process, the Y‐axis is calculated first. The point midway between STRN and C7SP
and the point midway between XYPH and T8SP were determined. The thorax Y‐axis was then
computed as the upwards vector from the XYPH‐T8SP midpoint to the STRN‐C7SP midpoint. An
initial, temporary Z‐axis was calculated as the forwards vector from C7SP to STRN. The X‐axis
was calculated as the cross product of the Y‐axis and initial Z‐axis, and the final Z‐axis was then
calculated as the cross product of the X‐axis and Y‐axis (Koerhuis et al. 2003). Performing these
calculations in this order ensures that the Z‐axis does not have the obvious downwards slope of
the vector from C7SP to STRN, and also that the three axes are orthogonal.

The head and thorax LCS were computed for all data points of each trial. All axes were
normalized to unit vectors. Using these LCSs and following the rules of a right handed
coordinate system, head rotation to the left is positive rotation, head flexion is positive rotation,
and head lateral flexion to the right is positive rotation.
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The orientation of the head with respect to the upper thorax could then be calculated. This
orientation, rather than that of the head with respect to the first or other cervical vertebrae or
the head with respect to the ground, represents functional movements of the head. In
biomechanics, when describing movement about a joint, a Cardan sequence is most commonly
employed to describe the angular movements. This is done by creating a rotation matrix that
relates the orientation of one body to another body or coordinate system, and then solving the
rotation matrix for a sequence of angles. Equation 4 provides the equation for R, the matrix
representing head orientation with respect to thorax orientation; Tthorax is the unit matrix
representing local coordinate system axes for the thorax in row vectors, and Thead is the unit
matrix representing local coordinate system axes for the head in row vectors.

Equation 4

R = [Tthorax][Thead]‐1

Cardan sequences are useful for describing rotations in anatomical terms: flexion, lateral flexion,
and rotation. When working in 3‐dimensional systems, the order in which the angles are
calculated affects the values of the angles. With 6 possible Cardan angle sequences that the 3
angles could be calculated with, this means that the order of angles must be reported along with
the values of the angles. For most joints, the order of angles is chosen based on anatomical
movements and symmetry considerations. An Rx →Rz’ → Ry’’ sequence (flexion X about the
global X‐axis, followed by lateral flexion Z about the new Z‐axis, followed by rotation Y about the
new Y‐axis) has been recommended for describing spinal angular orientations less than 30°
(Crawford et al. 1996). However, a new method for determining 3‐dimensional angles has also
been suggested for use with spinal rotations: the tilt/twist method (Crawford et al. 1999;
Crawford 2002).
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This method can be understood as one body tilting an angle (φ), at a location angle (θ), followed
by twisting a rotation angle (τ), with respect to another body or coordinate system (see Figure
3-5). When head movement on the upper thorax is considered, it can be noted that both head
flexion and lateral flexion are head tilting movements, and head rotation is a twisting

a)*

b)*

c)*

Figure 3-5. Tilt-Twist Diagram
a) Pictorial depiction of what the tilt and twist angles represent. b) Representation of the
tilt angle, φ, and the angular location of the tilt, θ from the +Z-axis on the X-Z plane.
c) Representation of the rotation angle, τ.
*Images reprinted from Crawford et al. (1999) Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 with minor alterations, with
licensed permission (see Acknowledgements and Appendix 7).
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movement. Using angular values derived from the tilt‐twist methodology, τ represents rotation,
while the tilt angle (φ) can easily be separated into its flexion (F) and lateral flexion (L)
components by projecting φ onto the X‐Z plane and using simple trigonometric equations (see
Equation 5 and Equation 6). The tilt‐twist angles were thus chosen for use in this study, as they
are a good representation for the movements occurring, they are easily interpreted to
anatomical rotations (flexion, lateral flexion, and rotation), and the method is mathematically
sound with no instabilities at angles less than 180° (whereas the recommended Cardan
sequence has an instability at 90°). This method has been referred to as “the representation of
choice for reporting neck rotations” (Hof and Winters 2002), and has been used in a number of
studies measuring head angles (Carpaneto et al. 2004; Goodvin et al. 2006; Boccagni et al. 2008;
Tommasi et al. 2009). Mathematical equations solving for φ, θ, and τ from the rotation matrix R
can be found in Appendix 6.

Equation 5

Equation 6

cos
sin

Applying the tilt‐twist methodology, raw angles of flexion, lateral flexion, and rotation of the
head with respect to the thorax were determined for all data points of each trial. Cubic spline
interpolation was performed to fill in any missing data points in a trial. The F, L, and τ data series
were directly differentiated with respect to time to provide angular velocity values, as it has
been shown that velocity is more sensitive than displacement or acceleration to changes in both
the low and the high frequency components of tremor (Beuter and Edwards 1999; Duval and
Jones 2005). This is because differentiating a time series signal amplifies the high frequency
components, whereas integrating a time series signal amplifies the low frequency components.
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The angular velocity time series were then zero phase filtered with a 4th order bandpass
Butterworth filter (1‐25Hz).

The angular velocity data was then transformed into the frequency domain, represented by
auto‐spectra. An auto‐spectrum is a means of representing a time series as a weighted sum of
its component frequencies, essentially determining the power (amplitude2) that each frequency
contributes to the time series signal. There were two recorded trials for each postural and
positional condition, so each pair of trials was used to calculate the auto‐spectrum for a single
condition, using the method of disjoint sections (Rosenberg et al. 1989; Halliday et al. 1995).
Each 10 second trial was divided into 7 non‐overlapping windows of 256 (28) data points.
Window lengths that are a power of 2 increase the computation speed of the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) algorithms. The unused data points were evenly split between the start and end
of each trial, thus the first 103 data points and last 104 data points from each trial were not
included in the auto‐spectra calculations. Each window was zero‐padded to a length of 512 data
points, and a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) was applied to each window, using the FFT
algorithm. The resulting frequency resolution was 0.39Hz. The average of the FFTs for each
window was then taken to determine the final auto‐spectra for each condition. The
mathematical formulae for the finite Fourier transform and the auto‐spectrum can be seen in
Equation 7 and Equation 8, where d
T, from a time series

is the finite Fourier transform of a sample of duration
is the auto‐spectra of the

, as a function of frequency ( , and

time series.

Equation 7

Equation 8

d
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Trials with a poor signal to noise ratio were identified as follows. For each trial, the individual
auto‐spectra for the three angles were calculated and then summed to create a summary auto‐
spectrum for the trial. The peak power of the summary auto‐spectrum was determined and a
relative noise threshold of

⁄3 was calculated. After visual assessment of ETH and CN auto‐

spectra, an absolute noise threshold of 5(°/sec)2 was decided upon. If any point of the summary
auto‐spectrum outside of the 3‐9Hz frequency band was greater than both the absolute and
relative noise thresholds, the trial was removed from further analysis due to unsuitability as a
result of the excess noise (see Figure 3‐6 for pictorial representation). Power within the 3‐9Hz
bandwidth was not considered in the noise determination as it could be due to either a CD or
MR component.

Figure 3‐5. Process of Trial Removal Due to Noise ‐ ETH16
Sample power auto‐spectrum for a trial that was not rejected. Peak Power for the
trial (PP) is represented by a red circle. The relative noise threshold of PP/3 is
represented by a red dashed line. The orange dashed line represents the absolute
noise threshold of 5(°/sec)2. The green area represents the portions of the auto‐
spectrum below 3Hz and above 9Hz. For each trial, if any point within the green
area was greater than both the absolute and relative thresholds for that trial, that
trial was excluded from further analysis due to noise.
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3.6.2 EMG Data Processing

All EMG data was conditioned prior to analysis. First, the DC offset component was removed
from each trial, by taking the mean value of that trial then subtracting the mean from every
datapoint, resulting in a time series voltage signal centered about zero. The Delsys equipment
performs an analog bandpass filtration of the signal (20‐450Hz), so this filter was repeated
digitally, using a 4th order zero phase bandpass Butterworth filter (20‐450Hz) to further reduce
noise on the signal. A digital 60Hz notch filter was applied to the data to remove ambient noise.
The data was then rectified by taking the absolute value of every point. Finally, the rectified data
was zero phase filtered with a 4th order low pass Butterworth filter (40Hz).

The EMG data was then transformed into the frequency domain, in a manner analogous to the
position data, adjusted for the altered sampling frequency. Pairs of trials were used to calculate
the auto‐spectrum for each condition, using the method of disjoint sections (Rosenberg et al.
1989; Halliday et al. 1995). Each 10 second trial was divided into 9 non‐overlapping windows of
1024 (210) data points. The unused data points were evenly split between the start and end of
each trial, thus the first 391 and last 392 data points from each trial were not included in the
auto‐spectra calculations. Each window was zero‐padded to a length of 2048 data points, and
an FFT was applied to each window. The resulting frequency resolution was 0.49Hz. The
average of the FFTs for each window was then taken to determine the final auto‐spectra for
each condition. The mathematical formulae for the finite Fourier transform and the auto‐
spectra can be seen in Equation 7 and Equation 8.
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3.6.3 Calculating Tremor Power

Tremor amplitude can be reported in a number of ways: standard deviation of a time series,
absolute maximum of the spectral peak, total power of a frequency bin or bins in an auto‐
spectrum, and area under the tremor peak in an auto‐spectrum. Each method has strengths and
weaknesses. Standard deviation is easily computed, but any large slow movements will
significantly inflate this measure. Absolute maximum of the spectral peak is easily computed
from an auto‐spectrum but ignores the width of the peak, so any spectral leakage from the
process of performing an FFT would result in an underestimation of tremor. The amplitude of a
frequency bin or bins in an auto‐spectrum is a coarse measurement that can easily over‐ or
under‐estimate the value as a result of leakage to and from adjacent frequency bins. Calculating
the area under the tremor peak in an auto‐spectrum requires additional parameters to specify
the frequency limits. This method is commonly performed using the 50% power frequencies as
the boundaries (Timmer et al. 1996; Heroux et al. 2009; Heroux et al. 2010).

For this study, we chose to use the area under the tremor peak of the kinematic auto‐spectra as
the means of quantifying tremor, with the 40% power frequencies as the boundaries. Upon
visual inspection it was seen that some ETH participants had two distinct tremor peaks in their
auto‐spectra (see section 4.4.1), thus the slightly broadened frequency band (from 50% power
to 40% power) enabled the measure to better include the total manifestation of head tremor.
Observation of the ETH participants’ auto‐spectra also showed that directionality of tremor was
inconsistent throughout the trials (see section 4.4.2), consequently the auto‐spectra for each
angular velocity (flexion, lateral flexion, and rotation) were summed into a combined auto‐
spectrum for each trial.
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A template 40% power frequency range was determined for each participant. A diagram
representing the variables used in the process of determining the frequency boundaries can be
seen in Figure 3‐7. The combined auto‐spectra for all trials were averaged to make a single
summary auto‐spectrum for each participant. The absolute maximum of the summary auto‐
spectrum was located; the maximum value was the peak power (PP), and the frequency at which
it occurred was the peak frequency (PF). The 40% power (P40) was calculated as 40

0.40

. Moving up and down the frequency axis from the PF, the frequencies at which the power
first reached P40 were determined (F40L and F40H, the frequencies at which P40 occurs, moving
lower and higher from PF). As the FFT calculations produce a discrete function, P40 was unlikely
to occur precisely on one of the calculated values. In these cases, the F40L and F40H points
were each calculated using a linear interpolation between the two adjacent data points.

Figure 3‐6. Calculation of 40% Power Area ‐ ETH15
Blue area represents 40% power area (T40). Red circles represent key variables in the
calculation of T40: PP and PF are the peak power and peak frequency at which it occurs;
P40 is 40% of PP; and F40L and F40H are the frequencies at which P40 occurs. Inset
shows the same data, expanded to show a larger frequency scale (0‐20Hz).
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The template frequency range derived from the summary auto‐spectrum for each participant
was then applied to the auto‐spectrum for each individual trial. The area under the curve within
the template frequency range was calculated using numerical integration, providing the final
measure for tremor power (T40).

3.7 Statistical Methods
Tremor amplitude measures tend to have a strong positive skew (Elble et al. 1996; Elble et al.
2006; Heroux et al. 2009; Heroux et al. 2010). This lack of normality prevents the application of
parametric inferential statistics, thus a log10 transform was applied to the tremor power
measures before calculation of descriptive and inferential statistics. When log‐transforming
data for analysis, it is recommended the results be back‐transformed before being reported.
This results in the reporting of an asymmetrical confidence interval (CI) around a mean called the
geometric mean (GM) (Bland and Altman 1996). A significance level of

0.05 was chosen for

all statistical tests. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 15.0 statistical analysis
software.

3.7.1 Head Position Tasks Statistical Analysis

The position trials were a priori analyzed using a single factor repeated measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA) on the dependent variable of 40% tremor power (T40). Participant group was
used as a between‐subjects factor, the groups being ETH and CN. Degree of movement was the
within‐subjects factor, with categories of NT, 25°, 50°, and end range (ER). Degree of movement
was collapsed across directions based on a preliminary visual inspection and analysis of the data.
Mauchly’s test of sphericity was performed to assess homogeneity of covariance in the repeated
measures factor and homogeneity of variance between groups. In the case of a significant
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Mauchly’s test, a Greenhouse‐Geisser correction was applied to the significance value of the
ANOVA F‐tests on within‐subjects effects and interactions.

Where there were significant findings, post hoc tests were performed. Repeated measures
ANOVAs were performed individually on each of the participant groups, using the same within‐
subjects factor. Pairwise comparisons were then made between all degree of movement
categories, using the Sidak correction for multiple comparisons, which is slightly less
conservative than a Bonferroni correction.

3.7.2 Postural Tasks Statistical Analysis

The postural trials were a priori analyzed in a manner analogous to the statistical analysis of the
head position trials, adjusted to use a two factor repeated measures ANOVA. The within‐
subjects factors were vision (eyes open or eyes closed), and posture (seated, standing on firm
ground with feet shoulder‐width apart, standing on firm ground with feet together, standing on
foam with feet shoulder‐width apart, and standing on foam with feet together). Where
significant findings occurred, post hoc tests were performed, analogously to the head position
trial analysis.
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Chapter 4 Results
4.1 Participants
Seventeen persons with ET who had suspected head involvement (mean age 63 ± standard
deviation 11 years old, 13 females) participated in this study. Seventeen healthy control
participants (aged 64±11 years old, 13 females) also participated in this study. After an initial
inspection, the data from four ET participants and one CN participant were removed from
further analysis. These four ET participants showed no evidence of head involvement; the
spectral content of the head movement data showed no tremor peak of significant amplitude or
consistency. The CN participant whose data was removed had a family history of tremor and
spectral content of head movement data that showed a consistent peak at an amplitude similar
to that of the more mild cases of ETH. This person was thus removed due to the possibility of
early stage undiagnosed ET involving the head.

The remaining participants consisted of 13 persons with ETH (aged 63.3±11.0 years old, 9
females) and 16 CN participants (aged 63.9±11.6 years old, 12 females). Ten ETH participants
had a family history of ET, while 3 CN participants had a family history of ET. There were no
participants taking medications that are considered tremorogenic. There were nine participants
taking tremorolytic medications: one CN participant was taking a beta‐blocker for hypertension,
five ETH participants were taking beta‐blockers (two of these persons were taking it primarily for
hypertension, and the tremor‐reducing properties were desired yet incidental), two ETH
participants were taking primidone, and one ETH participant was taking clonazepam. None of
these participants were taking more than one tremorolytic medication.
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The frequencies at which the greatest amplitudes were seen in the kinematic summary auto‐
spectra were 4.6±1.0 Hz for the ETH participants, from a minimum of 3.1 Hz to a maximum of 5.9
Hz (or a maximum of 7.0 Hz when including the second peak of one of the participants who had
two tremor peaks, see section 4.4.1). For the CN participants, these frequencies were 4.1±1.2
Hz, from a minimum of 2.3 Hz to a maximum of 6.6 Hz. The frequencies were not significantly
different between groups. The peak amplitudes found at these frequencies, after back‐
transforming, were GM 32.9 (°/sec)2 (95% CI: 11.9‐91.1) for the ETH participants, and 2.9 (°/sec)2
(95% CI: 2.5‐3.4) for the CN participants. The peak amplitudes were significantly different
between groups (p = 0.001). The TDQ scores for the participants with ETH were as follows: TDQ
total disability score 24.2±16.4, TDQ hand disability subscore 22.5±16.9, and TDQ supplemental
head disability subscore 29.7±13.3.

Based on the process for removing trials with excess noise, as described at the end of section
3.6.1, 87.4±12.7% of ETH participants’ trials were kept, and 75.5±17.5% of CN participants’ trials
were kept. A much greater portion of the removed trials came from the postural trials. Thus, all
participants remaining in the analysis (ETH=13, CN=16) were able to be kept for the analysis of
the position trials. However, many had missing data that precluded them from being kept for
the analysis of the postural trials. The participants whose data was used for the postural analysis
consisted of 9 persons with ETH (aged 60.6±12.2 years old, 7 females), and 6 healthy CNs (aged
59.2±13.6 years old, 4 females). Of these, 4 ETH and 0 CN participants had a family history of ET,
the frequencies at which the greatest amplitudes were found on the auto‐spectra were 4.3±1.1
Hz for ETH participants and 3.8±1.1 Hz for CN participants, and the peak amplitudes at these
frequencies, after back‐transforming, were 50.2 (°/sec)2 (95% CI:12.1‐208.6) for ETH participants
and 2.9(°/sec)2 (95% CI:2.1‐3.9) for CN participants.
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4.2 Electromyography Data
Electromyography data was processed as described in section 3.6.2. Plotted EMG typically
showed low levels of muscle activation, occasional slight drift in activation levels within a trial,
and some short duration low‐amplitude bursts in muscle activity. The muscular activation drift
was short duration and occurred in both increasing and decreasing directions; it was likely due
to increasing muscle requirements to hold a position over a full 10 second trial, or to relaxation
that occurred over the course of a trial. The low amplitude bursts that were seen are possibly
explained as postural adjustments being made to maintain head orientation in response to
perturbations or in correction to the tremorous movement occurring. The EMG from ETH
participants also showed rhythmic oscillatory muscle activity.

When the EMG data was examined in the frequency domain, the oscillatory tremor activity was
apparent in one to four of the muscles being recorded, appearing as a narrow, larger amplitude
spike at a constant frequency. However, the muscular activation drift and the low amplitude
muscle bursts that occurred in many trials were problematic, creating very large low‐frequency
components in the auto‐spectra of those trials. The FFT algorithm employed to calculate the
auto‐spectra detrends each data segment before performing the Fourier transform, therefore
these low frequency components were not due to a constant offset or a linear trend. These
large low‐frequency components were large enough to significantly affect any summary EMG
auto‐spectra for the affected muscles, and greatly interfered with the creation of templates to
be able to calculate tremor power measures. Attempts were made to remove the low frequency
components by high‐pass filtering the EMG time series, however, the frequencies of head
tremor were low enough that they overlapped with the large low‐frequency components. Thus
any attempts to remove the low frequency components through filtering either did not
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sufficiently affect the low frequency components or also notably affected the tremor
components. This problem affected at least one muscle in approximately 75% of the
participants in this study, leading to a large loss in the integrity and completeness of the data
and making the EMG data excessively difficult to analyze. The EMG data was therefore
precluded from further analysis, and all data analysis that was continued was performed on
kinematic data. Samples of EMG data have been included in Appendix 8, including examples
both with and without the problems described above.

4.3 Trial Analysis Results
Kinematic data was processed as described in section 3.6. Figure 4‐1 shows sample data from a
single trial for a representative ETH participant, and from the equivalent trial for a
representative CN participant. In comparing the time series, differences in pattern and
amplitude of angular velocity are visible. ETH participants typically had a sinusoidal pattern in
angular velocity, which reached greater amplitudes than CN participants, whose angular velocity
time series were more irregular than cyclic. Comparing the power spectra of ETH and CN
participants, again differences in shape and amplitude are apparent. ETH participants typically
had one large amplitude peak in their power spectra between 3 and 6 Hz, although some had
two peaks that both had the properties of a CD (consistency of frequency and narrow bandwidth
of a sharp peak; see section 4.4.1). The frequency of the peak was consistent among trials for
each ETH participant. The peak could exist in multiple angular directions, however typically one
direction would have a peak of notably greater amplitude than the other directions. Each
participant also displayed a directional preference for this peak, however, this primary direction
was not always consistent across trials (see section 4.4.2). CN participants exhibited fewer
distinguishing features in their power spectra. The power was more evenly distributed across
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a)

b)

Figure 4‐1. Sample Trial Data ‐ ETH09 and CN08
a) ETH09 data from a single trial, representative of the ETH participant group. The angular velocity time
series shows large amplitude sinusoidal oscillations, greater in magnitude in one direction (rotation) than
the others. The power spectra show peaks at 3.5 Hz which are significantly higher than the noise levels.
The peak in the rotation power spectrum is of much greater amplitude than in the other directions,
corresponding to the greater amplitude of rotation oscillations in the time series. b) CN08 data from a
single trial, representative of the CN participant group. The angular velocity time series shows smaller
amplitude irregular oscillations, with no obvious primary direction. The power spectra show some
peaks, however, the amplitudes of these peaks are not much greater than noise levels. The similarity of
amplitudes in the three power spectra corresponds to the lack of an obvious primary direction in the
time series.
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a)

b)

Figure 4‐2. Sample Summary Data With 40% Power Templates ‐ ETH09 and CN08
a) ETH09 average power spectrum with 40% power template, representative of the ETH
participant group. A sharp, large amplitude peak is seen, creating a narrow 40% power
frequency range (blue shading). b) CN08 average power spectrum with 40% power
template, representative of the CN participant group. The largest peak seen is barely
above the noise level, creating a very broad 40% power frequency range.

frequencies. The peaks observed in the CN participants’ power spectra were smaller in
amplitude than those of their ETH counterparts, and while these peaks occurred within the same
frequency range, they did not consistently occur at the same frequencies across trials for each
CN participant. While each CN trial still had a primary direction, the smaller amplitude of the
spectral peaks meant that the difference in peak amplitude between a primary direction and the
other directions was often small.
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Template 40% power frequency ranges were calculated for each participant to determine the
frequency range over which to measure tremor power, as described in section 3.6.3. Sample
templates for a representative ETH participant and a representative CN participant can be seen
in Figure 4‐2. The average power spectra, from which the templates are calculated, are
smoother than the power spectra for individual trials as a result of the averaging process. ETH
participants had average power spectra that were dominated by a sharp, large amplitude peak
centered on a single frequency (see section 4.4.1 for two exceptions who had multiple peaks),
and the resultant template 40% power frequency ranges were narrow. CN participants had
average power spectra that were more flat, with peaks typically being broad and of low
amplitude. The resultant template 40% power frequency ranges for the CN participants were
thus wider than for the ETH participants. After applying the template frequency ranges to
determine T40 values the distribution of T40 values across participants had a positive skew, thus
the tremor measures were log‐transformed before performing statistical tests.

4.3.1 Position Trials

Originally, testing for statistically significant differences in the position trials was planned to be
performed between all positions. Upon observation of preliminary position summary plots,
there appeared to be a trend in the data that was related to the range of the position with
respect to neutral (i.e. 25°, 50°, or ER) and not to the direction of the position with respect to
neutral (i.e. left rotation, right rotation, flexion, or extension). As a result, the analysis described
in section 3.7.1 was performed, which follows below.

A repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the T40 values, with range as a within‐subjects
factor, and participant group as a between‐subjects factor. Mauchly’s test of sphericity was
significant (p < 0.001). The resulting significance values for within‐subjects factors were
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Greenhouse‐Geisser corrected; there was a significant main effect of range (p = 0.029) and
significant range by group interaction (p = 0.029).

Post‐hoc analysis revealed that the main effect of range was driven by the range by group
interaction. A repeated measures ANOVA of the CN participants data showed no significant
effect of range (p = 0.920), whereas that of the ETH participants did show a significant effect of
range (p = 0.045), using a Greenhouse‐Geisser corrected value due to a significant Mauchly’s test
of sphericity (p = 0.001). Sidak‐corrected pairwise comparisons from the ETH participants’ data
showed significant differences in T40 between neutral and 25° (p = 0.016), and between 25° and
50° (p = 0.018). A plot of T40 summary values for the position trials, showing the significant
differences, can be seen in Figure 4‐3.
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Figure 4‐3. Tremor Power in Position Trials
This graph shows the participant group by range interaction. While the tremor power for CN
participants is approximately constant throughout range, ETH participants’ tremor power was
significantly greater in the 25° range than in the neutral position and in the 50° range. Error
bars represent 95% CIs, and * indicates statistical significance.
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4.3.2 Postural Trials

The five postures performed are defined as follows: P1 (seated, comfortably upright), P2
(standing, feet shoulder‐width apart, on firm ground), P3 (standing, feet together, on firm
ground), P4 (standing, feet shoulder‐width apart, on foam), and P5 (standing, feet together, on
foam). As described in section 4.1, the process of removing trials due to excess noise resulted in
the loss of many participants’ data in the postural analysis. While observation of preliminary
postural summary plots showed an effect of posture that included the fifth posture (standing,
feet together, on foam), this posture was removed from the analysis to maximize sample size.
Using all postures reduced the number of CN participants whose data could be used for the
postural analysis to two, and the removal of the fifth posture from the analysis brought the
number of CN participants with usable data up to six.

A repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the T40 values, with posture and vision as
within‐subjects factors, and participant group as a between‐subjects factor. Mauchly’s test of
sphericity was significant for posture (p = 0.020) and for the posture by vision interaction (p =
0.008). The resultant corresponding significance values were Greenhouse‐Geisser corrected.
There were significant main effects of posture (p = 0.001), vision (p = 0.023), and group (p =
0.042), and a significant vision by group interaction (p = 0.026).

In post‐hoc analysis, Sidak‐corrected pairwise comparisons between postures showed significant
differences between the fourth posture (standing, feet shoulder‐width apart, on foam) and the
seated posture (p = 0.005), the standing, feet shoulder‐width apart, on ground posture (p <
0.001), and the standing, feet together, on ground posture (p = 0.034). Post‐hoc analysis also
revealed that while the CN data showed only a significant main effect of posture (p = 0.001), the
ETH data showed significant main effects of posture (p = 0.013) and vision (p = 0.009), and a
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significant posture by vision interaction (p = 0.005). Post‐hoc paired t‐tests were performed on
the ETH data at each posture, with vision (eyes open) versus no vision (eyes closed) as the paired
measure. This revealed a significant effect of vision in the seated position (p = 0.006) and in the
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Figure 4‐4. Tremor Power in Postural Trials
a) This graph shows the main effect of posture on tremor power. b) This graph shows the subject
group by posture by vision interaction. While CN participants exhibited no discernable difference
in tremor power between vision conditions, ETH participants’ tremor power was greater with
vision, with this difference reaching statistical significance in postures P1 and P2. Error bars
represent 95% CIs, and * indicates statistical significance. Vision conditions: EO (eyes open), EC
(eyes closed). Postures: P1 (seated comfortably upright), P2 (standing, feet shoulder‐width apart,
on firm ground), P3 (standing, feet together, on firm ground), P4 (standing, feet shoulder‐width
apart, on foam).
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standing on firm ground, feet shoulder‐width apart position (p = 0.011), and no significant effect
of vision in the standing on firm ground, feet together position (p = 0.076) or in the standing on
foam, feet shoulder‐width apart position (p = 0.346). A plot of T40 summary values for the
postural trials, showing the significant differences, can be seen in Figure 4‐4.

4.4 Additional Observations
4.4.1 Multiple tremor peaks

Visual inspection of the data revealed that there were two ETH participants who each had two
tremor peaks in the auto‐spectra from their data. These tremor peaks were distinct and showed
directional preferences. For both of these participants, the frequency of the peak with the
greater amplitude was used for all descriptive purposes.

One of these participants (ETH02) had peaks of similar amplitudes; a slightly higher peak at 5.5
Hz and a lower peak at 7.0 Hz. The peak at 5.5 Hz primarily came from the flexion component of
head movements, with minor contributions from the lateral flexion and rotation components.
The peak at 7.0 Hz had no contribution from flexion, coming entirely from the lateral flexion and
rotation components of head movement. The similarity in peak amplitude resulted in the power
of both peaks being included in power measures. The summary auto‐spectra for this participant
can be seen in Figure 4‐5.

The second participant with multiple peaks (ETH05) had a peak at 3.9 Hz, which was
substantially higher in amplitude than the second peak at 5.5 Hz. The 3.9 Hz peak primarily
came from the flexion component of head movements, with minor contributions from the
lateral flexion and rotation components. The 5.5 Hz peak had no contribution from flexion,
being entirely derived from the lateral flexion and rotation components of head movement.
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Figure 4‐5. Double Tremor Peaks ‐ ETH02
Two distinct peaks can be seen in the auto‐spectra of this ETH participant: a 5.5 Hz peak driven primarily
by flexion movements, and a 7.0 Hz peak driven by lateral flexion and rotation movements. Due to the
similar amplitudes of these peaks, the 40% power area (blue) is seen to include both peaks. Note the
identical Y‐axis scales on the lower two plots.

The difference in peak amplitudes results in the power of the lower amplitude peak (at 5.5 Hz)
not being included in power measures. The summary auto‐spectra for this participant can be
seen in Figure 4‐6.

4.4.2 Tremor Directionality

Observation of ETH participants during the trials, and of head position data calculated from the
trials, showed that the direction of tremor was inconsistent. In some cases, head tremor
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Figure 4‐6. Double Tremor Peaks ‐ ETH05
Two distinct peaks can be seen in the auto‐spectra of this ETH participant: a 3.9 Hz peak driven primarily
by flexion movements, and a 5.5 Hz peak driven by lateral flexion and rotation movements. Due to the
significant amplitude difference between these peaks, the 40% power area (blue) includes the larger
peak, but not the smaller 5.5 Hz peak. Note the varying Y‐axis scales on the three plots.

direction was even seen to change within a single trial (see Figure 4‐7). As a result of these
observations, direction consistency was quantified.

An overall primary direction was determined for each participant, as the one anatomical
direction (flexion/extension, lateral flexion, or rotation) which had the peak of greatest
magnitude in the summary auto‐spectra. It is important to note that the tremor is rarely
precisely about a single one of the anatomical axes, but rather, is rotation about an axis that is a
combination of the three anatomical axes. The primary direction being calculated does not
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Figure 4‐7. Tremor Direction Change ‐ ETH13
In this trial, it is seen that initially the primary tremor direction is rotation (shown by the greater
amplitude red oscillations), but by the midpoint of the trial the primary tremor direction has
changed to flexion (shown by the greater amplitude blue oscillations).

represent the exact direction of the tremor, it is actually the anatomical direction that the
tremor is closest to. The overall primary direction for all 16 CN participants was
flexion/extension, while 6 ETH participants had an overall primary direction of flexion/extension
and 7 ETH participants had an overall primary direction of left/right rotation. For each trial
within each participant’s data, the individual primary direction for the trial was then determined.
The percentage of trials for which the individual primary direction matched the overall primary
direction was computed and labeled direction consistency. The calculated direction consistency
for ETH participants was 79.8 ± 11.2 %, and for CN participants it was 82.2 ± 15.0 %. One
participant from each group had 100% direction consistency.

4.4.3 Social Perception of Tremor

Not all persons with ETH are aware that they have head tremor (Parisi et al. 2006). Of the 13
ETH participants in this study, three were unaware of the tremulous movements of their heads.
Ten of the ETH participants reported initially becoming aware of the tremor only after someone
else had noticed and pointed it out. Five of the ETH participants reported that their head tremor
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had caused them to be misunderstood in social situations. The TDQ results revealed that 7 of
the ETH participants were often embarrassed by their tremor. It should be noted, however, that
the phrasing of this question in the TDQ is not specific to head tremor, thus the results reflect
embarrassment due to tremor of the hands and/or of the head.
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Chapter 5 Discussion
5.1 General Data Overview / Initial observation
5.1.1 Participants

The participants in this study consisted of two groups: a group of persons with ETH, and a group
of healthy control participants that had a similar age and sex distribution as the ETH group. The
ETH participants’ scores on the TDQ, which measures self‐perceived disability, indicate that the
group was mostly comprised of persons with mild ET. This measure is not optimal for use in this
study as it focuses primarily on hand tremor, however, the similar scores on the supplemental
head tremor disability subscore (created by the investigator) suggest that the group of
participants with ET mostly had mild head tremor.

The participants in this study were predominantly female. This sex disparity is consistent with
the inequality in head tremor prevalence rates between sexes among persons with ET. Females
with ET have four to six times the risk of developing head tremor when compared to males with
ET (Louis et al. 2003a; Hardesty et al. 2004), thus a 69.2% female group in a cohort of ET
participants with head tremor is acceptable.

The head tremor primary frequencies in the ETH group were consistent with other findings of
the typical primary frequencies of head tremor of 2‐9 Hz (Valls‐Sole et al. 1997; Wissel et al.
1997; Masuhr et al. 2000), and actually covered a much narrower range. The CN group had
primary frequencies that were in a very similar range to the ETH group, but with a slightly
broader distribution. The locations of the peaks in the CN power spectra most likely indicate the
frequency range over which the mechanical reflex (MR) components of normal physiological
head tremor occur. It has been stated in previous studies that the mechanical resonance of the
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head is likely in the range of 2‐8Hz (Barnes and Rance 1975), possibly with a fundamental
resonant frequency of approximately 2Hz and a strong second harmonic of approximately 4Hz
(Barnes and Rance 1974; Gresty and Halmagyi 1979). Gresty (1987) found resonance of the
rotation axis of the head between 4Hz and 6Hz. The primary frequencies of ETH thus appear to
be in the same frequency range as the MR component of physiological head tremor. In persons
with ETH, the physiological and pathological tremors will interact, affecting the expression of
head tremor.

A distinction between the ETH participants and the CN participants could be made based on the
auto‐spectra peak amplitudes. While the peak amplitudes were greater for ETH participants
than for CN participants, these peak amplitudes existed along a continuum, with the larger CN
peak amplitude values approaching the smaller ETH peak amplitude values. Due to the potential
for overlap between groups in these values, it is difficult to use a strict amplitude criterion to
distinguish participant groups. Thus, other criteria were considered (along with auto‐spectra
peak amplitudes) to determine the suitability of participants to include in data analysis, including
consistency of the presence and frequency of the auto‐spectra peak, family history of tremor,
medical diagnosis of ET, and the taking of tremorogenic medications. It was after taking all of
these factors into consideration that the data from four ET participants was removed from
further analysis due to a lack of strong and consistent head tremor, which rendered the data
unsuitable for inclusion in the ETH group. The data from one CN participant was removed from
further analysis because of a combination of factors: a family history of ET and an auto‐spectra
peak that was close in amplitude to some ETH participants’ spectral peaks and that occurred at a
consistent frequency. This combination of factors made it a possibility that this participant could
have an early stage of ETH, which rendered the data unsuitable for use as part of the CN group.
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While two other CN participants had family histories of ET, neither of them had other factors
that combined to make their data unsuitable.

5.1.2 General Data

Prior to performing statistical analyses, the processed data was visually inspected for differences
exhibited by the two groups of participants. As earlier described in section 4.3, there were
visibly detectable differences between groups in both the time domain and the frequency
domain (see Figure 4‐1). Plots of time domain data (ie. angular velocity time series) showed
more consistent oscillatory patterns and larger absolute amplitudes for the ETH participants
than for the CN participants. While some CN participants did show oscillatory activity, it was
inconsistent in frequency and in occurrence.

The plots of frequency domain data further illustrated these observations (see Figure 4‐1 and
Figure 4‐2). ETH participants had large spikes in their auto‐spectra plots at consistent
frequencies, whereas CN participants had lower amplitude spikes at inconsistent frequencies.
The peaks in the auto‐spectra represent the power of the oscillation occurring at that frequency.
The peaks in the CN auto‐spectra are likely due to physiological tremor and mechanical
resonance, thus the frequency is likely to vary with different positions and postures, which affect
the muscle activation and the stiffness of the joint. These variations could account for variation
in frequency of the CN spectral peaks. Consistent with knowledge of ET, the peaks seen in the
ET auto‐spectra are likely the product of a CD, due to ET (Elble 1996). While physiological
tremor and mechanical resonance also contribute to the tremor, since the frequency range that
these oscillations occur at overlaps with the frequency range of ETH, the single spectral peak
likely encompasses the power contribution from these factors as well as the CD.
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In the averaged auto‐spectra, the peak seen in ETH participants’ data is a narrow spike, due to
the greater amplitude of the spectral peaks in each trial, and also due to the consistency in the
frequency of the spectral peak. The broader, lower amplitude peak that can be seen in the CN
participants’ data is due to the lower amplitude of the spectral peaks in each trial and the
inconsistency in the frequency of the spectral peak. These differences have an effect on the
summary templates created for each participant (see Figure 4‐2). On a narrow peak, the
frequencies at which 40% of the peak power occur are near the peak frequency. However, on a
broader peak, the frequencies at which 40% of the peak power occur are much further from the
peak frequency. For a lower amplitude peak, such as the CN participants have, noise levels also
form a greater percentage of the power in the peak, resulting in the 40% power frequencies
being even further from the peak power frequency. The differences in the 40% power templates
between participant groups mean that the measure of head tremor being used in this study is
not completely equivalent between the two groups. The tremor power measure for CN
participants will include power over a wider range of frequencies, and thus will have a
proportionally larger contribution from spectral noise. This difference can decrease the ability to
detect changes in tremor power for the CN participants. However, all people experience some
degree of physiological tremor, thus the T40 measure can still functionally measure head tremor
power in persons without ETH. Since we can see in the auto‐spectra that physiological tremor
and ETH have different properties, final results gathered from spectral measures must be
interpreted with caution.

The differences in the auto‐spectra between the two groups of participants also had an effect on
the extent to which trials had to be removed. The lower amplitudes of the spectral peaks in CN
participants’ data meant that the relative noise threshold (see end of section 3.6.1) was more
easily crossed in the auto‐spectra for individual trials. This led to more of the CN participants’
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trials being removed due to noise. While this did not have a large effect on the position trials
data set, it did have a substantial effect on the postural trials data set, eventually leading to the
removal of one of the postures from analysis to increase the CN sample size used in the
statistical analysis.

5.1.3 Use of the Tilt‐Twist Method

It is important to note that application of the tilt‐twist method to research on head tremor is
novel. In this study, the tilt‐twist method was used to determine angular orientation of the head
with respect to the upper thorax. The resultant angles were then processed (differentiated,
filtered, and transformed to the frequency domain) to create a measure of head tremor in each
trial; thus the use of tilt‐twist angles underlies all results obtained in the current study. The
ability of the tremor measures to find significant differences both within and between
participant groups demonstrates that the underlying calculations were effective at distinguishing
varying severities of tremor. We therefore believe that use of the tilt‐twist method for
measuring head orientation is a feasible method for calculating head tremor kinematics to be
analyzed in the frequency domain. The successful use of this method in the current study
support the use of tilt‐twist methodology for the measurement of head orientation angles, in
agreement with other reports (Crawford 2002; Hof and Winters 2002).

5.2 Position Data
The position of a person’s head had no effect on the amplitude of head tremor for the CN
participants, who had approximately equal amplitudes throughout all positions, but did have an
effect on the amplitude of head tremor for the ETH participants. Interestingly, the direction in
which a head was turned (left, right, up, or down) did not appear to affect the amplitude of head
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tremor, but the degree to which the head was turned (range) did. If we consider the neutral
position of looking straight ahead to be a baseline level of tremor, ETH participants had an
increase in tremor amplitude at a range of 25° and a decrease to baseline tremor amplitude at a
range of 50°. Tremor amplitude at end range appeared to be approximately at the baseline
level, however this was inconsistent across the ETH participants.

There are two primary factors that contribute to the range effect seen: muscular contraction
intensity, and the interaction of the CD with the mechanical resonance of the head. In the
neutral position, a minimal level of muscular contraction is required to hold the head in position.
More muscular activation is required to hold the head’s position as the range increases, with the
end range position requiring a greater muscular contraction. Greater levels of muscle activation
could correspond to greater amplitudes of tremor. Measurement of hand tremor through
increasing levels of muscular contraction is primarily done through the use of inertial loading
(Elble 1986; Elble et al. 1987; Heroux et al. 2009). While inertial loading typically actually
decreases tremor amplitude in hand tremor, this is due to the interaction between the CD and
the mechanical resonance; the load dampens the tremor while also decreasing the MR
frequency, which separates the CD and the MR frequencies, decreasing the influence that the CD
can have on the limb oscillations (Elble 1986; Heroux et al. 2009). We can hence see the
limitation with this method of measuring tremor through varying contraction intensities: the
inertial load itself affects the tremor measure, thus it is difficult to determine the effect of
contraction intensity alone on tremor power using this method. However, when measuring
tremor amplitude in terms of the force generated at the affected joint, the inertia of the
mechanical system no longer plays such an important role in the manifestation of the tremor,
thus the effect of muscular contraction level on tremor amplitude is better isolated. It is known
that increasing the level of force production by a muscle also increases the absolute amount of
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fluctuation in that force (Bilodeau et al. 2000; Burne et al. 2004; Heroux et al. 2010). Applying
this idea to head tremor, moving the head from a neutral position to end range could require
increasing levels of force to hold the head in position, which would increase the amplitude of
force fluctuations, thus increasing the amplitude of the tremor expressed.

Tremor increase with increasing muscular activation cannot be the entire story though, as the
current study showed an increase in tremor amplitude at a range of 25°, which was then
followed by a decrease at 50°. Although an inertial load was not placed on the head, it is still
possible that changes in the MR component of tremor played a role in the varying amplitude.
According to Equation 1 (

⁄ ), an increase in inertia corresponds to a decrease in the

resonant frequency of a system, and an increase in stiffness corresponds to an increase in the
resonant frequency of a system. Changing the position of the head could affect the stiffness of
the head in two ways: passively and actively. Passively, a change in head position away from
neutral can stretch and therefore tighten many ligaments, tendons, and even resting muscles in
the neck. Actively, a change in head position away from neutral results in an increase in
muscular activity, and therefore muscular tension, to hold the new position. Both ways result in
an increase in the stiffness of the neck, and therefore also likely correspond to an increase in the
resonant frequency. The closer the frequency of the CD is to the resonant frequency, the
greater are the oscillations driven by the CD.

What do these theories imply? We speculate that the position of the head, in and of itself, is not
what drove the changes seen in tremor amplitude. While increasing levels of muscular
contraction had an increasing effect on the amplitude of tremor, the interaction of the CD with
the MR component had a much larger impact on the physical manifestation of the tremor. The
changes in the MR component were mediated by the changes in neck stiffness that occurred
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with different head positions. The interplay of the frequency of the CD and the resonant
frequency of the head with changes in head position can be described as follows: the mechanical
resonance of the head is at a frequency lower than the CD when in the neutral position, a 25°
change in position of the head increases the stiffness such that the new resonant frequency is
more similar to the CD frequency, and a 50° or greater change in position increases the stiffness
even more, such that the new resonant frequency is greater than the CD frequency. This would
create the results seen in the current study, however the current results are insufficient to verify
that these speculations hold true. Nevertheless, they would be consistent with the findings of
Elble (1986) and Heroux et al. (2009). Elble’s results indicated that while the CD determined the
frequency of the tremor, the interaction between the CD and the MR component determined
the amplitude of the tremor (Elble 1986). Heroux et al. (2009) found that postural tremor
amplitude changed with inertial loading, and again, the interaction between the CD and the MR
component was responsible for mediating the amplitude changes.

5.3 Postural Data
5.3.1 The Effect of Posture

The posture a participant was in had a significant effect on the amplitude of head tremor
expressed. While the only significant post‐hoc findings were between P4 and the other three
postures (P1‐P4, P2‐P4, P3‐P4), there was an overall trend showing increasing tremor power in
sequential order from P1 to P4. In this order, the postures get increasingly unstable, requiring
more balance to counter the increasing postural control demands. Standing is less stable than
sitting, standing with feet together is less stable than standing with feet shoulder‐width apart,
and standing on foam is less stable than standing on firm ground; each decrease in stability
corresponds to an increase in the degrees of freedom of the body and head due to a change in
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either the size of the base of support or the stability of the supporting surface, and thus can be
considered more difficult.

The increase in head tremor with decreasing stability of posture can be potentially explained by
a few factors. The human body is often modeled as an inverted pendulum in gait analysis (Kuo
2007), and in the same way, the head on the body can also be considered an inverted pendulum.
When the base of support for the body decreases in size or becomes less stable, the postural
sway increases (Zultowski and Aruin 2008), which in turn creates a less stable surface for the
head. The increased postural sway would cause increased head movement to maintain
orientation in an upright position, as changes in neck angle to achieve postural orientation
typically follow changes in ankle angle (Nashner et al. 1988). Increasing levels of head tremor
could also be attributed to increasing levels of muscular contraction (Bilodeau et al. 2000; Burne
et al. 2004), whether due to muscle activation to position the head or muscular co‐contractions
to stiffen the neck and thus stabilize the head. As well, it has been stated that stress can
increase tremor (Gengo et al. 1986), so it can be theorized that increasing the difficulty of
postures (through decreases in stability) is a stressor to the postural control system, thus
increasing head tremor as a direct reaction to that stress.

5.3.2 The Effect of Vision

Whether a participant had vision or not also had an effect on the head tremor power, and
notably, the significant interaction between participant group and vision highlights that this
effect was not present for both groups. Rather, there is no vision effect for the CN participants,
but when the ETH participant data is looked at alone, it is seen that vision affects tremor
amplitude in a way that is affected by posture. In this interaction, the eyes open condition
increases the tremor power in P1 and P2, but not P3 and P4. Interestingly, when the data is
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looked at more closely, it can be seen that there is a trend: with decreasing stability of posture,
the vision effect decreases. That is to say, a lack of vision decreases tremor more in the more
stable postures, and progressively less so with increasing instability of posture.

As discussed earlier (see section2.2), balance arises from the combination of inputs from three
sensory systems: the visual system, the vestibular system, and the proprioceptive system
(Shumway‐Cook and Woollacott 2007). With two of these systems being based in the head, a
person with head tremor may have decreased balance (Parisi et al. 2006). Changing the
difficulty of the postures further challenges the postural control system, causing sensory re‐
weighting of inputs from the three sensory systems (see section 2.2 for a description of the
sensory weighting theory of postural control), thus making the inputs even more important (Oie
et al. 2001; Oie et al. 2002; Vuillerme et al. 2005; Pinsault et al. 2010). It is known that visual
information provides an important contribution to balance control. Schmid et al. (2008) found
that in healthy adults performing a quiet stance task on a moving platform, a decline in visual
acuity is associated with an increase in the amplitude of head oscillations in space. When vision
is clear, a person will nearly fix his/her head in space, and when vision is removed, a person will
oscillate with the platform they are standing on (Schmid et al. 2008). So, how can we explain the
finding that the removal of vision actually led to a decrease in tremor power in persons with
ETH? Consider that one major purpose of stabilizing the head is to stabilize vision. For a person
without head tremor, stabilizing vision is a relatively simple task. However, for a person with
head tremor, stabilizing vision is more complex and therefore creates more stress. Conceivably,
taking away vision removes that stress, thus providing an explanation for the decrease in head
tremor.
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Alternatively, but also complementary to the above explanation, we can consider the role of
visuomotor processing in balance control tasks for persons with cerebellar disorders. As
described in the literature review (see section 2.1.1), it is known that persons with ET have
pathological changes in the cerebellum, and that cerebellar dysfunction plays a role in the
disorder (Deuschl and Elble 2000; Pinto et al. 2003; Benito‐Leon and Louis 2006; Lorenz and
Deuschl 2007). The cerebellum has visual, cortical, and sensory inputs which it uses to assess
the difference between intended and actual motor responses, and it outputs a signal to
modulate the motor response accordingly (Shumway‐Cook and Woollacott 2007). This makes
the cerebellum a vital component in visuomotor processing (Vaillancourt et al. 2006). In persons
with cerebellar disorders involving tremor, it has been found that the removal of visual feedback
is associated with a decrease in tremor (Beppu et al. 1987; Sanes et al. 1988; Quintern et al.
1999; Feys et al. 2006). In patients with multiple sclerosis with cerebellar involvement, the
removal of visual feedback reduced finger tremor in a reaching task (Quintern et al. 1999), and
reduced hand tremor in a step‐tracking task (Feys et al. 2006). The decrease in tremor is not
simply a result of the lack of vision, as it has been shown that the amplitude of postural hand
tremor is not affected by the removal of vision (Feys et al. 2004). It appears that it is only when
visual feedback is being used for the performance of a task that the removal of this visual
feedback decreases the tremor amplitude, which points to a deficit in visuomotor processing for
people with cerebellar disorders. In the current study, the head tremor may be adding noise to
the visual feedback being used for postural control and stabilization of the head. Thus, when the
eyes are closed, the visual inputs are no longer adding noise to the postural control and head
stabilization systems. In a study on reaching movements in patients with cerebellar ataxia, Day
et al. (1998) found that excessive deviations or direction changes occurred with the task relative
to the performance of control participants, and hypothesized that this was due to inaccurate
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corrections being produced by the visuomotor control system. These inaccurate or over‐
corrections could thus create a positive feedback loop in which the corrections themselves must
be corrected; this process can be likened to the dysmetria seen in cerebellar disorders. We
hypothesize that a deficit in visuomotor processing also occurs in persons with ET, such that
visual feedback for a task involving the body region affected by tremor actually increases the
amplitude of that tremor. This holds true for the current study, as visual feedback is being used
for the tasks of maintaining an upright posture and stabilizing the head, and the head tremor
measurement decreases with the removal of visual feedback.

5.3.3 The Interaction of Vision with Posture

The above theories still do not account for why the vision effect varied with the posture, such
that the more difficult the posture was, the less a lack of vision decreased the head tremor.
Consider a task of maintaining an upright posture, looking straight ahead. Although there are no
explicit instructions to foveate on a particular location, a person will typically attempt to stabilize
the head (Schmid et al. 2008), and will pick a spot to focus on, which makes “looking at one
spot” a second, implicit task. While a person is sitting, this person can fairly easily accomplish
both tasks. When this person stands, the task of head stabilization for foveation is the same,
however, the balancing task becomes more difficult. With a decrease in the area of the base of
support caused by moving the feet together, and with a further decrease in stability caused by
changing the ground surface to foam, the balancing task becomes ever more difficult, increasing
the stress on the system. As the balancing task becomes more difficult, the foveation task
becomes less difficult in relative terms, and thus decreases in relative importance. With this
decrease in importance, the stress resulting from the stabilization‐for‐foveation task diminishes,
and therefore so does the vision effect.
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This interaction can also potentially be understood by assessing it in light of the sensory
weighting theory of postural control. With healthy individuals, it has been found that a person
relies more on the sense of vision with increasing difficulty of balancing tasks (Lee and Lishman
1975). An increased reliance on the sense of vision would typically aid the postural control
system. In the case of persons with ET, the use of visual feedback can exacerbate the tremor
(Quintern et al. 1999; Feys et al. 2006), thus making it even more difficult to balance with
increasing difficulty of posture. Therefore, it is possible that the sensory weighting patterns of
postural control for persons with ET are not the same as for those without ET. It can be
hypothesized that for individuals with ETH, with increasing difficulty of posture, the relative
weighting of vision decreases compared to somatosensation and vestibular inputs. This
decreased reliance on vision with increasing difficulty of posture could account for the lessening
effects of removing vision.

5.4 Additional Observations
5.4.1 Double Peaks

Essential tremor is typically described as tremor that occurs at a single frequency in each
affected body part, due to a CD. However, the majority of research performed on persons with
ET is regarding limb (typically upper extremity) tremor, and not axial tremor, such as head
tremor. Raethjen et al. (2000a) performed coherence analyses on the EMG activity from muscles
in multiple limbs of persons with ET, and found a lack of inter‐limb coherence between limbs
(comparing the neck, left and right upper extremities, and left and right lower extremities), but
did find significant intra‐limb coherence within each of the four extremities. They suggested
that these coherence findings were due to persons with ET in multiple limbs having a separate
central oscillator for each limb (Raethjen et al. 2000a).
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The finding that some participants in the current study had two prominent frequencies of head
tremor can be explained in two possible ways. First, instead of regarding the neck as a single
extremity, we can consider it to be two extremities: a left neck and a right neck. The
somatotopic organization of the cerebellum (Chusid 1985) supports this view. Extrapolating
from the findings of Raethjen et al. (2000a), as separate limbs, each side of the neck could have
a separate central oscillator, resulting in two distinct, simultaneous frequencies of head tremor.
The findings of the current study found that most participants with ETH only had one primary
frequency. This does not weaken the argument for two separate central oscillators, as the
frequency and coherence of EMG activity in the neck muscles were not assessed in the current
study. It is possible that upon assessment of EMG recordings two separate tremor frequencies
could be found for each side, yet if one driving signal was significantly stronger than the other or
the signals were very close in frequency, then the weaker signal might not be physically
expressed at a significant amplitude or at its frequency. Also, if one driving signal was of a
frequency far from the mechanical resonance of the head, then that frequency might not be
physically expressed (ie. kinematically) at a significant amplitude. It is also possible that the
participants with only one tremor peak only have a driver for one side of the neck and not the
other, in the same way that many persons with tremor are not affected in all four limbs and the
neck. Of note, the findings of Raethjen et al. (2000a) do not support the idea of the left and
right necks being parts of the left and right upper extremities, as they did not find interlimb
coherence between the muscles of the neck and the upper extremities.

It is also possible that the double peaks found in two participants with ETH were the result of a
CD component and a MR component. In previous studies on people with ET in the upper
extremities, the addition of weight to the hand was used to alter the inertia, and thus the
resonant frequency of the hand, thereby separating the frequencies of the CD and the
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mechanical resonance (Elble 1986; Elble et al. 1987; Heroux et al. 2009). The participants in the
current study with double peaks potentially had a head resonant frequency that was distinct
enough from the CD frequency that it was able to manifest as a separate peak in the spectral
analyses. The different direction preferences of the two primary frequencies seen in each of
these two participants could also mean that the two frequencies were the result of different
resonant frequencies in different planes of movement. These possibilities are not as likely as the
initial explanation for double peaks, as the MR component of the tremor would have to be quite
significant to manifest at the amplitudes seen in the current study, and would be likely to shift
with different head positions and muscular contraction levels, due to the dependence of
resonant frequency on stiffness (as per Equation 1; see section 2.1.2).

5.4.2 Direction Consistency

There were approximately equal numbers of ETH participants with a primary direction of
flexion/extension and a primary direction of left/right rotation, whereas all CN participants
exhibited a primary direction of flexion/extension.

While persons with ETH have often been classified as having either a “yes‐yes” or a “no‐no”
tremor (Valls‐Sole et al. 1997), the observations quantified in this study show that such a
classification is not particularly accurate. The direction consistency measure averaged
approximately 80% for both participant groups, indicating that while there was a high degree of
intra‐participant consistency in the direction of head tremor, it was typically not completely
consistent (with the exception of one participant in each group, see section 4.4.2). This lack of
complete consistency is also evidenced by the mid‐trial direction changes that were occasionally
observed (see Figure 4‐7). It is possible that individuals with ETH who have greater inconsistency
in tremor directionality could experience increased levels of disability. The less consistent the
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direction of tremor is, the greater the demand on the nervous system to achieve successful
adaptation to the tremorous movement and the noise that the tremor creates on visual and
vestibular inputs. This could result in reduced balance control and a decreased ability to
perform tasks involving visual feedback.

There are multiple factors that could account for the variability in direction, which can be
divided into physiological and mathematical factors. Physiologically, muscles that act on the
neck to perform head movements do not act strictly about flexion, lateral flexion, or rotation
axes. The actions of these muscles are typically combinations of flexion, lateral flexion, and
rotation. Thus from different head positions the exact same neural drive to a single muscle may
result in different movements. A change in phase between cyclical muscle activations will also
have an effect on the resultant direction of movement. Consider SCM, which has a combined
action of contralateral rotation, ipsilateral lateral flexion, and flexion. If the left and right SCM
muscles are activating simultaneously (phase difference δ = 0), the resultant movement is that of
head flexion. However, if they are acting reciprocally (δ = π), the resultant movement is that of
head rotation. In this way, even slight changes in the phase difference between muscles can
affect the expressed direction of head tremor. Interestingly, if there are multiple drivers for the
neck at multiple frequencies, as described in section 5.4.1, this could also help to physiologically
account for the direction changes seen in the expressed head tremor.

Mathematically, even though we are considering the angular head movements to be occurring
about 3 orthogonal anatomical axes (flexion, lateral flexion, rotation), each movement is actually
a single angular rotation about a single “mixed” axis (ie. an axis that has components along each
of the anatomical axes). Determining a primary direction equates to determining which
anatomical axis has the greatest component in the single mixed axis, or which anatomical axis
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the angular velocity power is greatest about. This means it is possible for a person’s tremor to
be about axes consistently close to a single mixed axis, but with small changes that are causing
the primary direction to flip between two or all three of the anatomical axes.

5.4.3 Social Perception

One interesting facet of ETH is the observation that oftentimes persons with it are unaware of
the tremor until they are told about it by someone else. This lack of awareness of the head
tremor is indicative of an insidious onset and also of the ability of the human nervous system to
compensate for the effects of tremor on visual, vestibular, and somatosensory inputs. Once a
person is aware of the head tremor, there is an increased sense of social disability as a result. A
general awareness that the head tremor exists is not equivalent to an acute awareness at all
times, and the lack of acute awareness can create social discomfort. Head tremor can thus lead
to embarrassment as well as misunderstandings in social situations. The observations in this
study are indicative of a psychological effect that exists in some people who have ETH. Despite
the primarily motor symptoms of the disorder, it is evident that there are also non‐physical
effects.

5.5 Limitations
This research study had a number of limitations that may have affected the results obtained.
These limitations can be categorized as relating to: the equipment and set‐up of the study, the
data attained in the study and the data analysis process, or the statistics of the study.

The primary pieces of equipment in this study were the Optotrak Certus motion capture system,
and the Delsys EMG system, both of which may have introduced some error into the calculated
measures. To determine the angular position and velocity of the head with respect to the
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thorax, both the head and thorax were approximated as rigid bodies. This was accomplished
using IREDs placed on plastic pieces and affixed to the head and the thorax. However, when not
attaching a piece directly to the skull or vertebral column (eg. via a screw), there is room for
movement in these pieces, and thus the calculated head and thorax positions could be
inaccurate and also have additional noise to that inherent in Optotrak recordings. These
limitations were minimized by using adhesive to stabilize the IRED clusters. The process of
landmarking could also have introduced some error into calculations. If the tip of the
landmarking probe was not precisely over the specified landmark, the anatomical planes
calculated and used for kinematic analysis could have been inaccurate (and this could also be
accomplished simply through anatomical asymmetries). These errors were minimized by
palpating for and recording each landmark twice, for 2 full seconds, and taking an average of the
results. All of the above limitations would have increased the random error present in the data,
but are unlikely to have created any systematic error that would have biased the results.

The recording of surface EMG data from muscles in the neck imposed some limitations as well.
The many layers and proximity of muscles mean that the surface EMG signals could have cross‐
talk from multiple muscles or not be from the desired muscle, particularly with SPL. The mobility
of the neck makes it difficult to ensure that the electrodes are always in the same place over the
underlying muscle and always have good contact with the skin. Adhesive tape was used to hold
electrodes in place and electrode gel was used to improve electrode contact, to minimize these
limitations. Also, a maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) is difficult to get with the neck
muscles, thus no amplitude normalization was applied to the EMG data. While in some cases a
lack of EMG normalization could be considered a limitation, in a repeated measures design such
as the current study, a participant’s data values from one condition are compared to the same
participant’s data values from other conditions. The analysis process thus serves as its own
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normalization and no amplitude normalization is warranted. In this study, frequency
information was the most important aspect of the EMG data. However, due to the large number
of low frequency contractions performed by the muscles of the neck, reliable tremor frequency
data was not consistently attainable, as the tremor frequency was close enough to the low
frequency components that there was overlap. This lack of frequency information from the
EMG was a large limitation of the current study, as it meant there was no neurological frequency
data, only kinematic frequency data.

The data gathered and the data analysis process both had limitations. Noise that existed in
kinematic and EMG data caused a number of trials to be thrown out, particularly in the postural
trials. The 40% power measure that was used to measure tremor power is not a common one,
which makes it difficult to compare to other studies. However, it is very similar to a 50% power
measure, and was used in this study to minimize the amount of tremor power that was missed
in the measurement. One problem with the tremor power measure that became apparent was
the difference between the CN and the ETH participant groups in the templates generated to
create the 40% power measure. Intuitively this makes sense, because a measure of tremor
power is being made for a group of persons with ETH and a group of participants without head
tremor. As this will always be a problem when comparing persons with tremor to a control
group, we make sure to be cautious when interpreting results. One important limitation to note
involves the head position trials. After analyzing the results, it is postulated that the key variable
in those trials was not position, but rather the stiffness of the neck, which was mediated by the
position of the head. If this postulation is correct, the finding that one position was different
from the others could be incorrectly interpreted as a true effect of position. In the postural
trials, the lack of randomization between visual conditions may also have been a confounding
factor in the results regarding the effect of vision. However, it is unlikely that significant learning
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occurred during each eyes open trial that would lead to a decrease in tremor in the subsequent
eyes closed trials; if this were the case then there should also have been a decrease in tremor
power over the course of each 10 second eyes open trial, but such changes in tremor amplitude
were not observed in the trial data.

One other potential limitation in the data involves the nature of the tilt‐twist angles used. The
flexion and lateral flexion angles are calculated as projections of the tilt angle onto the X‐Z plane,
thus, one might try to calculate the angular velocities of F and L as the projection of the tilt
angular velocity onto the X‐Z plane. However, this method of calculating the angular velocities
of F and L does not account for changes in θ, and therefore does not equate to the total changes
in flexion and lateral flexion with respect to time. For the purposes of this study, while
kinematic time series were interesting qualitatively, the frequency transforms provided the
measures of interest. Differentiation of the angle time series was performed to modify the
frequency data, as it has been shown that the act of differentiating an experimentally‐gathered
time series can decrease the relative amplitude of low frequency components and increase the
relative amplitude of high frequency components (Duval and Jones 2005). In research involving
tremor, velocity is the preferred set of kinematic data to analyze in the frequency domain,
largely because of the above property (Beuter and Edwards 1999; Duval and Jones 2005). Thus,
directly differentiating the angle time series as was done in the current study, is the best way to
get the desired quality of results in data from the frequency domain.

There are a few notable limitations of a statistical nature in this study. The ETH sample group
was recruited from the community and by contacting participants from previous studies
performed by our research group. This group of participants had primarily mild tremor, with a
few people who had moderate to high levels of tremor. As a result, the data distribution had a
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strong positive skew, but this is common in studies of ET (Elble et al. 1996; Elble et al. 2006;
Heroux et al. 2009; Heroux et al. 2010). While the log10 transformation significantly improved
the data distribution, it was still not a perfectly normal distribution. However, the F‐statistic is
robust to a lack of normality (Lindman 1974), and thus the statistical tests performed are still
valid. The sample size (ETH n=13, CN n=16) was also fairly small, thus in some comparisons, the
null hypothesis may have only been upheld because of a lack of power.

5.6 Future Directions
While there are many studies on persons with ET, the vast majority of them focus on upper
extremity tremor, and not head tremor. The current study provided some interesting
information, and it also created some new questions, highlighting the fact that there is still a lot
of missing information about head tremor.

Further research including neurophysiological data from the muscles of the neck will provide
clearer answers on what is causing the changes seen in tremor amplitude with the differing test
conditions. This data could inform us about how the signal from the CD is being modulated, and
thus enable us to separate out the roles and interactions of the CD component and the MR
component of tremor in the expression of head tremor. Coherence analyses could be
performed between kinematic and neurophysiological data to further clarify how the CD signal is
driving the tremor.

While the current study was designed with a goal of determining the effects of head position on
head tremor, the results indicated that it likely was not head position in and of itself that was
causing changes in the physical manifestation of head tremor. Rather, the changing stiffness of
the neck with changing head position likely played a major role in the changes seen in head
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tremor. Future studies could be performed with the goal of further elucidating the role of
muscular contraction intensity and neck stiffness in the amplitude of head tremor expressed.
Results could then potentially lead to implications for mechanical treatment methods, or even
lead towards an explanation for why females with ET have a greater incidence of head tremor
than males.

In the current study, the effects of varying postural demands on the expression of tremor were
also assessed. To further advance from it, new postural tasks could be used that better separate
out the effects of altering various sensory inputs on the head tremor. In this way, vision, altered
base of support area, and altered proprioceptive inputs could all be assessed for individual and
interactive effects on the physical expression of tremor, and to determine the sensory weighting
patterns of postural control in persons with ETH. Changes in any of these factors can increase
the stress on the postural control system, with the resultant effects on tremor very possibly
being responsible for the disability experienced by people with ETH.

This study also provided some interesting incidental observations that could lead to new
questions and future studies regarding head tremor. The incidence of double tremor peaks in
persons with ETH could be assessed, as well as whether the phenomenon results from different
resonant frequencies in different planes of movement, multiple central drivers, or an alternative
cause. The misunderstandings and embarrassment that can result from head tremor can lead to
increased social disability. Thus, the social implications of head tremor are a subject area that
also bears further analysis.
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Chapter 6 Summary and Conclusion
In this study, valuable insights have been gained about the effects of various task demands on
the manifestation of essential tremor involving the head. The effects of head position and
posture on head tremor were assessed in 17 individuals with essential tremor involving the
head, and compared with 17 healthy control individuals. Angular velocity measures were
determined from tilt‐twist angles and used to determine head tremor power. The results
obtained through use of the tilt‐twist method demonstrated that it is a feasible way of
measuring head kinematics for use in the study of head tremor.

While in many ways head tremor is similar to tremor in the upper extremities, there was some
evidence in the current study that this axial tremor may have different manifestations than limb
tremors. Variation in the direction of head tremor was noted in almost all individuals, and this
variability may be more difficult to adapt to than the more consistent directionality of limb
tremors, leading to greater functional consequences. Double peaks in the spectral plots of some
individuals with ETH indicate a possibility that multiple oscillators could be driving head tremor;
again, this variation from the single oscillators hypothesized to drive tremor in each limb could
make the physical manifestations of head tremor more complex than those of limb tremors and
lead to more severe, or at least different, functional consequences.

Control participants showed no change in tremor power with changing head position; however,
the tremor power in ETH participants changed with the degree of movement of the head away
from a neutral position, while interestingly having no dependence on the direction of the
movement. These effects are likely due to an interaction between the CD and MR components
of head tremor, with stiffness playing a mediating role. As head position changes, the stiffness
of the neck changes as well, which directly affects the mechanical resonance frequency of the
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head. The closer the resonant frequency is to the CD frequency, the easier it is for the CD to
drive the tremor, resulting in an increase in tremor amplitude. The further the resonant
frequency is from the CD frequency, the more difficult it is for the CD to drive the tremor,
resulting in a decrease in tremor amplitude. These results correspond with findings in a number
of studies on hand tremor, in which it has been found that the interaction between the central
oscillator and the mechanical properties of the limb plays a key role in determining the
amplitude of tremor expressed. Future studies into the role of neck stiffness in head tremor
would help to further understand the underlying mechanics of essential tremor involving the
head.

In both participant groups, more difficult postures corresponded with greater tremor power.
The ETH participants also had an effect of vision in which removing vision interestingly
decreased tremor power, but this effect lessened with the more difficult postures. The implicit
task of stabilizing vision combined with the additional feedback of head movement that vision
provides are likely reasons for the detrimental effect of vision on head tremor. However, as
balancing tasks become more difficult, more sensory feedback is required to maintain postural
control, thus the relative weighting of visual input decreases, accounting for the lessening effect
of vision. Future studies that use a variety of postures while systematically challenging the
sensory systems involved in postural control would be useful in determining the sensory
weighting patterns in persons with head tremor.

Individuals with essential tremor involving the head often experience social embarrassment and
disability. While this study increases the current knowledge base of ETH, more research is still
needed to understand the underlying neurophysiology and mechanisms that create and shape
the tremor, leading to functional disability. A clearer picture of the disorder will hopefully lead
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to more targeted treatment options that can decrease the limitations and improve function for
individuals with ETH, bringing about an improved quality of life.
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Appendix 2 Letter of Information and Consent
LETTER OF INFORMATION AND CONSENT FORM
Title of Project
The relation of normal head nodding and shaking to involuntary head tremor
Principal investigator
Ms. Nicole Badke
Candidate MSc Rehabilitation Science
School of Rehabilitation Therapy
Laboratory: (613) 533‐6000 ext 78005

Co‐investigator / Graduate Supervisor
Dr. Kathleen Norman
Associate Professor
School of Rehabilitation Therapy
Office: (613) 533‐6104

Background Information
You are being invited to participate in a research study to measure head movement and head
tremor. Although the hallmark of the disorder of essential tremor (ET) is involuntary hand/wrist
tremor, many people with ET have involuntary head tremor. It is typically described as a "no‐no"
movement, a "yes‐yes" movement or as a combination of the two. The research literature
contains very few reports of actually measuring the head movement and these are principally
limited to cases in which the tremor was severe. Mild head tremor, however, is associated with
disability. Recent research has shown that individuals with head tremor may be at risk for
compromised functional mobility relative to age‐matched counterparts. To fully understand the
head tremor, we need more precise measurement of head tremor, and methods of
distinguishing subtle head tremor. The clinical description of "no‐no" and "yes‐yes" for
tremorous head movements tells us that we need to be able to evaluate involuntary head
tremor in relation to those normal movements, both in subjects with no history of tremor and
those with tremor. We therefore propose to evaluate a wide variety of head‐on‐body and
whole‐body movement tasks to establish the normal amounts and directions of head motion in
those tasks. Furthermore, we propose to compare head motion findings in control subjects with
those obtained from ET subjects with head tremor, in order to develop a quantitative method of
distinguishing head motions that can be considered abnormal or tremorous. The principal
investigator will read through this consent form with you to describe procedures in detail and
answer any questions you may have.
Objective
There are two objectives in this study: the first is to assess the differences in head movements
between persons with and without essential tremor of the head, and the second is to determine
how head tremor changes with different head positions and postural tasks (ie. sitting versus
standing, eyes open versus eyes closed). Measures will be calculated based on three‐
dimensional position and velocity data of the head, and on electromyography signals from neck
muscles.
Description of Visit
If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to attend one scheduled 3 hour session
in the Human Mobility Research Centre, Kingston, Ontario. You will be interviewed for basic
demographic information and to ensure that you do not meet any of the exclusion criteria. The
testing set‐up will include wearing a headband with a plastic piece at the back, to which three
infrared emitting diodes (IREDs) are attached. Another plastic piece will be attached to your
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upper back using a hypo‐allergenic adhesive tape, and three IREDs will be attached to this. A
motion capture camera (Optotrak) will be used to record the three‐dimensional position of the
IREDs during testing. Surface electrodes will also be attached to your skin using dual‐sided
adhesives. These electrodes will be used to record muscle activity from three muscles on each
side of your neck (sternocleidomastoid, splenius capitis, and upper trapezius). Once set‐up is
complete, you will be asked to perform a series of simple tasks: sitting still and looking in various
directions, reading, nodding and shaking the head, standing with eyes open and closed, and
standing on foam. Breaks will be provided to prevent any possible fatigue.
Exclusions
You will not be considered for this study if you have pain, symptoms, or a medical diagnosis of
muscular or neurological pathology affecting your neck, shoulders, or upper back, or if you are
taking medications that may cause tremor.
Alternative Therapies
You will receive no treatments through participating in this study.
Risks / Side Effects
There are no major risks in this study. There are no known side effects associated with surface
electromyography recordings or three‐dimensional Optotrak recordings. The only risk that can
be anticipated is mild fatigue of neck muscles or eye strain associated with the looking and head‐
movement tasks. This possibility will be minimized by the provision of adequate rest between
tasks. All other risks are minimized by the supervision of the investigators, who will ensure your
safety at all times during the research protocol.
Benefits
You will not receive any payment for participating in this study, although we can offer free
parking during the time that you are participating in the study. While you may not benefit
directly from this study, we do hope that you can derive satisfaction from the fact that your
involvement helps us improve the understanding of normal control of head and neck
movements. The research will also add to the body of knowledge regarding head movements in
persons with essential tremor of the head, potentially leading to future therapies.
Confidentiality
All information obtained during the course of this study is strictly confidential and your
anonymity will be protected at all times. Your data will be identified by a participant
identification number only, not your name or other personally identifying characteristics. Data
will be stored in locked files and will be available only to the investigators. You will not be
identified in any publications or reports on the study results.
Voluntary Nature of Study / Freedom to Withdraw or Participate
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may withdraw from this study at any time and
your withdrawal will not affect your future medical care with any physician or physiotherapist.
You are not required to justify a decision to withdraw from the study.
Withdrawal of Subject by Principal Investigator
The investigator may decide to withdraw you from this study if you are unable to perform the
neck movements or if there is any evidence of neck, shoulder, or upper back pathology.
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Liability
In the event that you are injured as a result of taking part in this study, medical care will be
provided to you until resolution of the medical problem. By signing this consent form, you do
not waive your legal rights nor release the investigator(s) and sponsors from their legal and
professional responsibilities.
SUBJECT STATEMENT AND SIGNATURE SECTION
I have read and understand the consent form for this study. I have had the purposes,
procedures and technical language of this study explained to me. I have been given sufficient
time to consider the above information and to seek advice if I chose to do so. I have had the
opportunity to ask questions which have been answered to my satisfaction. I am voluntarily
signing this form and know that I may withdraw at any time. I will receive a copy of this consent
form for my information.
If at any time I have further questions, problems or adverse events, I can contact
Nicole Badke (Principal Investigator)

at

(613) 533‐6000 ext 78005

Dr. Kathleen Norman (Graduate Supervisor)

at

(613) 533‐6104

Dr. Elsie Culham (Department Head)

at

(613) 533‐6103

If I have questions regarding my rights as a research subject I can contact
Dr. Albert Clark (Chair, Research Ethics Board) at (613) 533‐6081
By signing this consent form, I am indicating that I agree to participate in this study.
____________________________
Participant’s name in block letters
____________________________
Signature of Subject

_________________
Date

STATEMENT OF INVESTIGATOR:
I, or one of my colleagues, have carefully explained to the subject the nature of the above
research study. I certify that, to the best of my knowledge, the subject understands clearly the
nature of the study as well as the demands, benefits, and risks involved for participants in this
study.
____________________________
Signature of Principal Investigator

_________________
Date
Participant Code: _____________
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Appendix 3 Participant Information Form

ET Head Tremor Study
Information Page
Participant Code: _________________________
/______

Date of Testing: ______ /______
(year)

(month)

(day)

Date of Birth: ______ /______ /______
____________
(year)

Gender:

 Male

Age: _______

Time of Testing:

(month) (day)

 Female

Hand Dominance: _________

MEASURES
Height: __________________________

Weight: ___________________________

Head Circumference (level of glabella & occiput): _______________________
Neck Length (C7‐Occiput): ________________

Neck Circumference (C6): _____________

Vision Test: ________________________

Are you employed (for wage/salary)?
 Working full‐time
Occupation / Job Description:
______________________________
 Working part‐time
Occupation / Job Description:
______________________________
 Home‐maker
 Retired
Former Occupation: _____________________________
If yes: Did tremor play a factor in when you retired?  Yes
 No
 Other
Explain: _________________________________
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Vision:
Do you have your eyes checked regularly?
 Yes
 No
If yes: When did you have your last eye exam? ________________________
Do you need to wear glasses and/or contact lenses?
 Yes
 No
If yes, what is the prescription for? L: __________ R: __________
Left Eye
Right Eye
 Myopia / short‐sighted / can’t see far
 Myopia / short‐sighted / can’t see far
 Presbyopia / far‐sighted / can’t see near  Presbyopia / far‐sighted / can’t see near
 Astigmatism
 Astigmatism
 Bifocals
 Bifocals

Do you experience any of the following problems in your eyes and/or eyesight?
If yes: Specify details (e.g. frequency, duration, etc)
Pain
 Yes
 No
Redness/fatigue
 Yes
 No
Tearing
 Yes
 No
Double vision
 Yes
 No
Spots
 Yes
 No
Glaucoma
 Yes
 No
Cataracts
 Yes
 No
Color blindness
 Yes
 No

Do you take any medications regularly (not including to reduce tremor)?
If yes: What are their names / purposes?

Do you have any chronic or recurrent health problems?
Types: Arthritis (RA, OA, other), other joint or bone problems
Back / Neck problems
Diabetes (if yes, for how long?)
Hypertension and/or heart disease
Lung disease, asthma
Thyroid problems, or other endocrine
Other
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 Yes

 Yes

 No

 No

Has your tremor been formally diagnosed as essential tremor?
 Yes
If yes: By whom? (family doctor, neurologist, other)
Based on what body part? (right or left hand, head, other)
When?

 No

Do you take medications for essential tremor?
 Yes
 No
If yes: What is (are) the name(s) of the medication(s)?
What is (are) the total daily doses of each medication?
For how long have you taken the medication(s)?

Body parts affected by tremor (and when tremor first became noticeable)
Right
Hand

 not affected
 when I was ______ years old
 approximately ______ years ago
 in _____________ (year & month if known)
How did you become aware of this tremor? ___________________________________

Left
Hand

 not affected
 when I was ______ years old
 approximately ______ years ago
 in _____________ (year & month if known)
How did you become aware of this tremor? ___________________________________

Head

 not affected
 when I was ______ years old
 approximately ______ years ago
 in _____________ (year & month if known)
How did you become aware of this tremor? __________________________________

Other

 not affected
 when I was ______ years old
 approximately ______ years ago
 in _____________ (year & month if known)
How did you become aware of this tremor? ___________________________________

(specify)

Head Tremor
When did you become aware of your head tremor? ____________________________
Were you the first person to recognize your head tremor, or did someone else bring it to
your attention?
If so, who?
Are you aware of your head tremor throughout a typical day?
 Yes
 No
Is there a specific time of day when you are more/less aware of your head tremor?
Are there specific activities that make you more aware of your head tremor?  Yes  No
What are these activities, and does the head tremor make them more difficult?
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Are you aware of any factors that make your tremor temporarily better or temporarily worse?
Physical stress /exs  reduces my tremor
Emotional stress
 reduces my tremor
Being sleepy/tired  reduces my tremor
Consuming alcohol  reduces my tremor
Temperature – hot  reduces my tremor
Temperature – cold  reduces my tremor
Other ___________  reduces my tremor
(any specific activities?)

 makes my tremor worse

 not aware of any effect

 makes my tremor worse

 not aware of any effect

 makes my tremor worse

 not aware of any effect

 makes my tremor worse

 not aware of any effect

 makes my tremor worse

 not aware of any effect

 makes my tremor worse

 not aware of any effect

 makes my tremor worse

 not aware of any effect

Does anyone else in your family have tremor that is anything like yours?
 Yes
 No
If yes: What is the relationship to you? (sibling, parent, child, aunt/uncle, cousin)
Has that person’s (or those person’s) tremor been formally diagnosed?  Yes  No
If yes: Is the diagnosis “essential tremor” or is it something else?

Does anyone in your family have a diagnosed neurological or developmental disorder?
 Yes  No
If yes: What is it? (e.g., Fragile X developmental disability, Parkinson’s disease, dystonia, multiple
sclerosis, other)

Any other comments (about anything):
Today:
Caffeine
Pain
Medication
Stress

Contact information for study summary:
(mailing or email address)

May we contact you to ask if you might be interested in future studies?  Yes
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Appendix 4 Tremor Disability Questionnaire
TREMOR DISABILITY SCALE
For each item, please check one of the  square boxes for the statement that is true for you.
If you check the second box, please also check any of the  circles for the statements that are
true for you.
1. Signing my name
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

2. Writing a letter, postcard, thank you card, or cheque
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

3. Typing
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

4. Placing a letter in an envelope
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

5. Drinking from a glass
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)
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For each item, please check one of the  square boxes for the statement that is true for you.
If you check the second box, please also check any of the  circles for the statements that are
true for you.

6. Pouring milk or juice from a bottle
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

7. Carrying a cup of coffee
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

8. Using a spoon to drink soup
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

9. Carrying a tray of food
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

10. Eating in a restaurant
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)
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For each item, please check one of the  square boxes for the statement that is true for you.
If you check the second box, please also check any of the  circles for the statements that are
true for you.

11. Inserting a coin in a pay telephone, washing machine, parking meter, or other slot
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

12. Dialing or pushing buttons on a telephone
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

13. Holding a telephone to my ear
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

14. Buttoning the buttons on my clothes
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

15. Tying my shoelaces
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)
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For each item, please check one of the  square boxes for the statement that is true for you.
If you check the second box, please also check any of the  circles for the statements that are
true for you.

16. Zipping up a zipper (on myself)
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

17. Putting on my eyeglasses or sunglasses
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

18. Putting in my contact lenses
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

19. Using eye drops
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

20. Cutting, trimming, or filing my fingernails
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)
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For each item, please check one of the  square boxes for the statement that is true for you.
If you check the second box, please also check any of the  circles for the statements that are
true for you.

21. Putting on my wristwatch
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

22. Brushing my teeth
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

23. Replacing paper money (for example, a $5, $10, or $20 bill) in your wallet or purse
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

24. Reading a book, magazine, or newspaper
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

25. Unlocking door with a key
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)
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For each item, please check one of the  square boxes for the statement that is true for you.
If you check the second box, please also check any of the  circles for the statements that are
true for you.

26. Threading a needle
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

27. Using a screwdriver
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

28. Screwing in a light bulb
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

29. Placing a plug in an electrical socket
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

30. Tying my necktie (males) or putting on lipstick (females)
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)
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For each item, please check one of the  square boxes for the statement that is true for you.
If you check the second box, please also check any of the  circles for the statements that are
true for you.

31. Shaving my face (males) or putting on eyeliner (females)
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

Please indicate whether any of these statements are true about you.
32. Does your voice almost always tremble when you talk?
 no
 yes

33. Does your head often shake uncontrollably?
 no
 yes

34. Does your tremor often embarrass you?
 no
 yes

35. Do you have uncontrollable tremor in your legs?
 no
 yes

36. Do you have uncontrollable tremor in your trunk?
 no
 yes

FOR RESEARCH PROJECT STAFF ONLY
For questions #1 – #31
No. of items that tremor does not affect
(A)
x0=
(B)
No. of items that are done differently, or more slowly or less
x1=
efficiently
No. of items that cannot be done
(C)
x2=
No. of items to exclude (i.e., “I don’t know...”)
(D)
TOTAL items known
= A+B+C OR = 31–D
x2=
TOTAL hand tremor disability
= [(E+F) / G] x 100%
For questions #32 – #36
No. of items with answer “yes”
x2=
TOTAL overall tremor disability
= [(E+F+H) / (G+10)] x 100%
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0
(E)
(F)
(G)

(H)

Tremor Disability Scale - Supplementary Component
For each item, please check one of the  square boxes for the statement that is true for you. If you
check the second box, please also check any of the  circles for the statements that are true for you.

37. Reading a far-away sign (i.e. a store name)
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

38. Watching a live show, or a movie at the theatre
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

39. Following the path of a moving object (ie. A golf ball, hockey puck, flying bird)
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

40. Socially getting an emotion or idea across to another person
 my tremor does not affect how I do this activity
 my tremor affects this activity
 my tremor is visible in this activity but does not change how I do it
 my tremor causes me to do this activity differently (from other people, or from how I used to
do it)
 my tremor causes me to do this activity more slowly or less efficiently (than other people,
or than how I used to do it)
 my tremor causes me to be misunderstood
 I cannot do this activity because of tremor
 I don’t know because I have not tried to do this activity (recently or ever)

Please indicate whether the following statement is true about you.
41. Does your tremor cause you to be misunderstood?
 no

 yes

FOR RESEARCH PROJECT STAFF ONLY - INVESTIGATOR DESIGNED SUPPLEMENTAL SCORING
For questions #37 – #40
No. of items that tremor does not affect
No. of items that are done differently, or more slowly or less efficiently
No. of items that cannot be done
For questions #33, #34,# 41
No. of items with answer “yes”
TOTAL items known
= J+K+L
TOTAL head tremor disability
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(J)
(K)
(L)
(O)

x0=
x1=
x2=

x2=
x2=
= [(M+N+P) / (Q+6)] x 100%

0
(M)
(N)
(P)
(Q)

Appendix 5 Electronic Schematics

Figure A ‐ 1. Electronic Schematics
There were two primary inputs to the electronic system that was set up in this study: signal from
the position sensor, and signal from the EMG surface sensors.
The Optotrak Certus system control unit (SCU) controlled a strober, which activated the IREDs on
the head and thorax clusters. The Optotrak Certus position sensor located the IREDs and
forwarded the information to the SCU.
The EMG single differential surface sensors (Delsys DE‐2.1) picked up the EMG signal via the
electrodes and passed it through a pre‐amplifier. The signal then passed through a portable
patient unit, from which the signal was relayed to another amplifier (BagnoliTM 8‐channel,
specifications: common mode rejection ratio = 92dB at 60Hz, bandwidth = 0‐700kHz, input
impedance = 100MΩ, signal to noise ratio = 65dB), for a total gain of 1000. This amplifier was
connected to a BNC break‐out box, which was connected to an ODAU II (Optotrak Data
Acquisition Unit). The ODAU II converted the analog signal to digital via a 16 bit analog‐to‐digital
converter, then passed the signal to the SCU.
The signal was then forwarded from the system control unit into a personal computer via a
Northern Digital Inc PCI card.
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Appendix 6 Mathematical Computations
The tilt‐twist angles φ, θ, and τ can be derived from the Euler sequence Rx →Ry’ → Rx’’. Consider
an analogy of two cylinders, one atop the other. The top cylinder tilts angle φ and rotates angle
τ, however, to fully define the 3‐dimensional orientation one must also define θ, the location
angle at which the tilt occurred. These three angles are the tilt‐twist angles. Going back to the
same initial orientation, if the top cylinder is first rotated to angle θ and then tilted angle φ, it
can be rotated angle ζ to end in the same final orientation as the first case, given that
.
Thus θ, φ, and ζ are the Euler angles for an YXY sequence, and can be solved for in the same
manner as any Cardan or Euler sequence.
As shown in section 3.6.1 Equation 4, the rotation matrix R, denoting the transformation
between two orientations, can be solved for empirically. To solve for the corresponding Euler
angles, the formulae for the R matrix elements must be derived. R is the product of three
rotation matrices, each representing rotation about a single axis: Ry(θ), Rx(φ), and Ry(ζ). The
formulae for each singular rotation follow:
cos
0
sin

0
1
0

1
0
0

sin
0
cos

0
cos
sin

0
sin
cos

ζ

sin
cos ζ sin

sin cos sin ζ
sin ζ
cos cos sin ζ

sin sin
cos
cos sin

sin ζ
0
cos ζ

ζ ), results

Multiplying the three rotation matrices together, in sequence (
in the following rotation matrix:
cos ζ cos

cos ζ 0
0
1
sin ζ 0

sin ζ cos

sin cos cos ζ
sin cos ζ
sin sin ζ cos cos cos ζ

From this point, solutions for the tilt‐twist angles can be developed into the equations provided
by Crawford (2002), which follow. R(i,j) denotes the element of matrix R in the ith row and jth
column.
R 1,2
R 3,2

tan

tan

tan

R 1,2 sin

R 3,2 cos
R 2,2

R 2,1 cos
R 2,1 sin

R 2,3 sin
R 2,3 cos

These solutions can be verified using trigonometric identities, as follows:
tan

R 1,2
R 3,2

tan

sin sin
cos sin

tan
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sin
cos

tan

tan

tan

R 1,2 sin
sin sin

tan

sin

cos sin

cos

cos
sin

tan
tan

sin
cos

tan

tan

tan

sin
cos

cos

R 2,1 cos
R 2,1 sin
sin sin ζ cos
sin sin ζ sin

tan
tan

sin
sin

tan

sin ζ cos
cos ζ cos

tan

sin ζ
cos ζ
tan ζ

tan
ζ

R 3,2 cos
R 2,2

sin ζ cos
cos ζ cos

R 2,3 sin
R 2,3 cos
sin cos ζ sin
sin cos ζ cos
cos ζ sin
sin ζ sin

cos ζ sin
sin ζ sin

θ
θ
θ

θ

τ
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Appendix 7 Permissions for Diagrams
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Appendix 8 Sample EMG Data

This appendix contains a series of samples of EMG data obtained, showcasing a number of key
features. Low amplitude muscle bursts occurring for durations of up to 2 seconds are shown,
along with the low frequency components that correspond to these bursts in the auto‐spectra.
There is an example of slow drift in the amplitude of an EMG signal, and the very low frequency
component in the auto‐spectrum that the drift represents. A number of trials showed evidence
of a frequency component at approximately 14‐16Hz. A recent study found that all layers of
neck muscles showed evidence of a frequency component at approximately 14Hz, which
represented a common neural drive to the muscles of the neck (Blouin et al. 2007). Thus, it is
very possible that frequency components found in the EMG auto‐spectra near 14Hz in the
current study are a product of this common neural drive. One data sample presented shows an
example of a voltage spike that occurred across multiple channels during the recording of a trial,
affecting the measured EMG data. Included within the series of data samples presented are
examples of SCM tremor, SPL tremor and UFT tremor, examples of harmonics of the primary
tremor frequency being expressed in the auto‐spectra, and examples of both synchronous and
reciprocal firings of the muscles involved. There is also a sample that shows oscillatory EMG
activity that occurred across multiple muscles, which could be interpreted as tremor within all of
those muscles, evidence of entrainment, or possible cross‐talk between the muscles.
The following processing and plotting steps are common to all of the figures in this appendix.
Each sample contains a plot of an EMG time series for one muscle (bilaterally) in one trial, and a
frequency transform of that time series. Note that axes are variable between plots for the
purposes of visibility of various patterns and features within those plots. EMG time series plots
are presented in units of Volts and are the result of amplification (as described in section 3.4.3)
followed by rectification and a 40Hz low pass filter (the full processing methods are described in
section 3.6.2). Each muscle is presented bilaterally on a single plot, such that the left muscle is
plotted with positive values, and the right muscle is plotted with negative values. The frequency
transforms for each data series are presented beside them in an analogous manner, with the FFT
for the left muscle being plotted with positive values and the FFT for the right muscle being
plotted with negative values. The FFTs are presented in units of % Power (1‐50Hz), meaning that
instead of the absolute power values, the percentage of power out of all power in the 1‐50Hz
range is used; this enables more intuitive comparisons of FFT values across different muscles.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure A ‐ 2. Sample EMG: Low Amplitude Bursts ‐ ETH12
Plots of EMG time series during a postural trial (seated, eyes open, trial 1), and auto‐spectra (FFTs)
for those time series. a) Bilateral sternocleidomastoid (SCM). b) Bilateral splenius capitis (SPL). c)
Bilateral upper fibres of trapezius (UFT). Evidence of low amplitude bursts of muscle activity can be
seen in the above figures, for example: left SCM from 7‐9sec, right SPL from 2.5‐3.5sec, right UFT
from 7‐8sec. Each of the above time series also reflect this information with large increases in power
at the low frequencies of associated FFTs. Another key feature in the above auto‐spectra is a
component in the 15‐20Hz range of the above auto‐spectra, seen here particularly in UFT, and still
evident but to a lesser extent in SPL and SCM as well.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure A ‐ 3. Sample EMG: Cross‐Channel Noise Spike, SCM Tremor ‐ ETH13
Plots of EMG time series during a postural trial (standing, feet apart, eyes closed, trial 2), and auto‐
spectra (FFTs) for those time series. a) Bilateral sternocleidomastoid (SCM). b) Bilateral splenius
capitis (SPL). c) Bilateral upper fibres of trapezius (UFT). Despite the 40Hz low pass filter applied to
the EMG time series, a voltage spike that occurred across channels can still be seen in the above
EMG time series at approximately 0.25sec. In that portion of the time series, data appears to be
slightly affected in the SPL and UFT plots. However, the strong rhythmicity in SCM appears to
minimize the effect of the voltage on the SCM time series. This tremor is seen to be synchronous
between the left and right sides. An obvious tremor peak is seen in the SCM FFTs bilaterally at
approximately 3.5‐4Hz, with a possible harmonic being seen in the left SCM FFT at about 7Hz.
Another component seen in the UFT FFTs above and slightly in the SPL FFTs above is the increase in
power at approximately 14Hz.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure A ‐ 4. Sample EMG: Slow Drift, UFT Tremor ‐ ETH14
Plots of EMG time series during a postural trial (standing on foam, feet together, eyes open, trial 1),
and auto‐spectra (FFTs) for those time series. a) Bilateral sternocleidomastoid (SCM). b) Bilateral
splenius capitis (SPL). c) Bilateral upper fibres of trapezius (UFT). d) Plot of UFT EMG timeseries
during a postural trial (standing on foam, feet apart, eyes closed, trial 1) and auto‐spectra for those
time series. A strong very low frequency component can be seen in the right SCM FFT, and is likely a
result of the long slow variations seen in the EMG time series for that muscle (for example, the slow
increase in average amplitude from 6‐8sec and the decrease that follows from 8‐9sec). Oscillatory
activity can be seen in the time series and FFT for UFT at 6Hz (c), but is much more evident and
consistent in (d), which is a trial more representative of this participant’s synchronous, bilateral UFT
tremor.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure A ‐ 5. Sample EMG: SPL Tremor and Harmonic ‐ ETH09
Plots of EMG time series during a position trial (25° extension, trial 1), and auto‐spectra (FFTs) for
those time series. a) Bilateral sternocleidomastoid (SCM). b) Bilateral splenius capitis (SPL).
c) Bilateral upper fibres of trapezius (UFT). SPL shows a very strong, consistent oscillatory activity
bilaterally, at approximately 3.5‐4Hz, with the left and right sides activating reciprocally. A harmonic
of the tremor frequency is evident in the SPL auto‐spectra at approximately 7Hz. The SCM and UFT
time series and auto‐spectra show minimal muscle activation and no distinct spectral features. The
lack of evidence of oscillatory activity in the SCM and UFT muscles makes it highly likely that the
activity recorded from the SPL electrodes is indeed coming from the SPL muscles.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure A ‐ 6. Sample EMG: Possible Entrainment or Cross‐talk ‐ ETH09
Plots of EMG time series during a postural trial (standing, feet together, eyes open, trial 1), and auto‐
spectra (FFTs) for those time series. a) Bilateral sternocleidomastoid (SCM). b) Bilateral splenius
capitis (SPL). c) Bilateral upper fibres of trapezius (UFT). SPL shows very strong, consistent bilateral
oscillatory activity reciprocally, at approximately 3.5‐4Hz, as in Figure A ‐ 5, which this figure can be
directly compared to. However, in this trial there is also oscillatory activity evident in the left SCM
and UFT muscles at the same frequency as SPL. It is possible that these muscles are being driven by
a central driver, or that they are being entrained by the activity of SPL. The evidence of solely SPL
activity in Figure A ‐ 5 makes it unlikely that the SPL activity above is due to cross‐talk, however,
without that context it would be possible to believe that SPL activity such as that seen in the above
figure was actually a result of cross‐talk from adjacent SCM and UFT muscles.
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Appendix 9 List of Abbreviations
Abbreviation

First Appearance

ANOVA: Analysis of variance ......................................................................................................................... 53
C7SP: C7 spinous process .............................................................................................................................. 35
CD: Central driver ............................................................................................................................................ 5
CI: Confidence interval .................................................................................................................................. 53
CN: Control participant.................................................................................................................................. 30
CNS: Central nervous system ........................................................................................................................ 16
DFT: Discrete Fourier transform .................................................................................................................... 48
EAM: External auditory meatus..................................................................................................................... 21
EMG: Electromyography ................................................................................................................................. 3
ER: End range ................................................................................................................................................ 53
ET: Essential tremor......................................................................................................................................... 1
ETH: Essential tremor involving the head ....................................................................................................... 2
F40H: High frequency point at which 40% power occurs.............................................................................. 52
F40L: Low frequency point at which 40% power occurs ............................................................................... 52
FFT: Fast Fourier transform ........................................................................................................................... 48
FP: Frankfurt plane, also Frankfort plane ...................................................................................................... 21
GCS: Global coordinate system ..................................................................................................................... 34
GM: Geometric mean .................................................................................................................................... 53
HPD: Head positioning device ....................................................................................................................... 39
IRED: Infrared emitting diode ........................................................................................................................ 32
LCS: Local coordinate system ........................................................................................................................ 20
LEAM: Left external auditory meatus ............................................................................................................ 35
LORB: Left orbitale......................................................................................................................................... 35
MR: Mechanical reflex ..................................................................................................................................... 8
NT: Neutral .................................................................................................................................................... 40
P1: Posture 1 ‐ seated, comfortably upright ................................................................................................. 63
P2: Posture 2 ‐ standing, feet shoulder‐width apart, on firm ground ........................................................... 63
P3: Posture 3 ‐ standing, feet together, on firm ground ............................................................................... 63
P4: Posture 4 ‐ standing, feet shoulder‐width apart, on foam ...................................................................... 63
P40: 40% of peak power ................................................................................................................................ 52
P5: Posture 5 ‐ standing, feet together, on foam .......................................................................................... 63
PF: Peak frequency ........................................................................................................................................ 52
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PP: Peak power .............................................................................................................................................. 52
REAM: Right external auditory meatus ......................................................................................................... 35
ROM: Range of motion .................................................................................................................................. 20
RORB: Right orbitale ...................................................................................................................................... 35
SCM: Sternocleidomastoid ............................................................................................................................ 26
SPL: Splenius capitis....................................................................................................................................... 26
STRN: Suprasternal notch .............................................................................................................................. 35
T40: Total tremor power within 40% power frequency boundaries ............................................................. 53
T8SP: T8 spinous process............................................................................................................................... 35
TDQ: Tremor disability questionnaire ........................................................................................................... 31
UFT: Upper fibres of trapezius....................................................................................................................... 26
XYPH: Xyphoid process .................................................................................................................................. 35
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